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FOREWORD
This final report documents the results of a 10-month effort to finalize
the design and fabricate an improved version of Lockheed's Elastic Loop
Mobility System (ELMS). This effort was performed under Contract NAS8-
27737 by Lockheed's Huntsville Research & Engineering Center for the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, George C. Marshall Space
Flight Center (MSFC), Alabama, and it was sponsored by the Advanced De-
velopment Office, Advanced Manned Missions, NASA Headquarters. Dr. N. C.
Costes of the Space Sciences Laboratory was the MSFC Contracting Officer's
Representative (COR), with Mr. C. S. Jones, Jr., of the MSFC Astrionics
Laboratory as the alternate COR.
Dr. W. Trautwein was the project engineer at Lockheed. He was assisted
by Dr. C. J. Chang and Mr. G.P. Gill in engineering and design and by Mr. K.R.
Lei,nbach h_ _Lructurai analysis.
Substantial support in manufacturing and metallurgical testing was ob-
tained from the Process Engineering Laboratory's Research & Process
Technology Division under Mr _. W. Angele and, in particular, by Mssrs. J.R.
Williams, P.G. Parks, E.A. Hasemeyer, V.H. Yost, and I-L P. Irwin.
The assistance provided by Messrs. F.J. Nola and E.H. Berry of the
Advanced Technology Branch, MSFC Astrionics Laboratory in providing high-
performance electric drive motors and controllers for the test vehicle is
gratefully acknowledged.
This report is divided into two volumes:
Volume I -- Executive Summary Report
Volume II -- Detailed Technical Report
Design details are documented in the form of engineering-type drawings,
a reproducible set of which is submitted under this contract.
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PROPRIETARY NOTICE
The design disclosed herein was originated by and is the
property of Lockheed Aircraft Corporation. Lockheed reserves
all patent, proprietary, design, manufacturing, reproduction,
use, and sales rights hereto, and to any article disclosed herein,
as applicable, except to the extent rights are expressly granted to
others. The foregoing does not apply to vendor proprietary parts.
Distribution of this report to others shall not be construed
as granting or implying license to make, use, or sell any inven-
tion described herein, which is the property of Lockheed Aircraft
Corporation.
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Section 1
INTRODUCTION
The development rationale of an improved version of Lockheed's
Elastic Loop Mobility System (ELMS) was based on soil mechanics and
wheel-soil interaction data obtained during the Apollo lunar manned mis-
sions (Refs. 1 through 1 1). Under this contract, the detailed design and
fabrication requirements were set forth for the following major systems
and components :
• Elastic loop and associated new manufacturing tools.
• Major drive system components including the integration
of new electric drive motors (GFE) and frictionless drive
drums.
• Chassis design with provisions for integrating remote control
and telemetry data system provided GFE.
• Grousers for improved traction.
• Adjustable shock absorbers.
• Support trailer.
• Instrumentation for performance testing.
According to the Work Statement, shown in part in Appendix A, the test
vehicle had to be compatible with the mobility testing apparatus of the U. S.
Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES). The onboard instru-
mentation required checkout and calibration before delivery to the Marshall
Space Flight Center.
This detailed technical report documents the design rationale, engineer-
ing analyses, and manufacturing approach chosen to achieve the program ob-
jectives. Complete design details are documented in the form of engineering
type drawings, a reproducible set of which is submitted under the contract.
1-1
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Finally, preliminary test results from the Acceptance Test Program
performed at WES are presented here and compared with data from the per-
formance evaluation tests conducted at WES on the first-generation ELMS
(Ref. 12).
I-2
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Section Z
ELASTIC LOOP FABRICATION FOR UNIFORM PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
AND HIGHER LOAD CAPABILITY
2.1 FIRST-Q.ZNERATION LOOP FAB:_ICATION AND PERFORMANCE
A first-generation ELMS test vehicle had been built in 1970 under
Lockheed's Independent Development program and was tested under NASA
Defense Purchase Request H-74660A at the U. S. Army Engineer Waterways
Experiment Station (WES) in Vicksburg, Miss, (Ref. 1Z).
First-generation elastic loops had been fabricated from annealed
Ti-6A_-4V titanium alloy in the following steps:
1. Weld cylindrical ring of 1.3 mm (0.050 in.) sheet.
2. Anneal in vacuum furnace at 1400°F for 15 minutes,
furnace cool to 800°F, aircool.
3. Trim to width of w = 35.6 cm (14 in.}.
4. Rollform to obtain transverse curvature in straight loop
sections of radius r _ w.
The rollforming was performed in a single-stand rollforming machine
built by Lockheed-Huntsville for manufacturing elastic loops. As shown in
Fig. Z-1, the loop is held in an oval shape and laterally guided by two pairs
of guide rolls. In the middle of the upper straight section the loop passes
through a set of three spherical rolls (one driven roll below, two passive
rolls above loop}, emerging from the rolls with a uniaxial bend radius in
the longitudinal direction. After each loop revolution the roll stand is shifted
laterally by a fixed amount (4 to 5 mm}. After the complete width is bent by
this process, the loop assumes the shape of Fig. Z-Z.
Z-I
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Fig. Z-Z - First-Generation Elastic Loop "A" Formed from Flat Ring
(r _ rb). Note concave bow of edges along the straight sections.
The edges along the straight sections are curved longitudinally with a
high point at the center and low points at the ends of the bottom section. The
resulting footprint in soil exhibits strong variations ha contact pressure with
large areas of zero or near zero pressure under the loop's mid section which
contribute nothing or very little to the tractive effort.
Treading the outer surface by installing large grousers would not im-
prove the footprint significantly because the load would be concentrated at
the front and rear grousers with no or little load shared by the grousers
located in the mid section. This unfavorable footprint was the main reason
why the first-generation ELMS did not show the high pull characteristics
typical for tracks.
Z.2 SECOND-GENERATION LOOP DESIGN
Upon completion of the first-generation ELMS, another independent
development effort was started to improve the footprint characteristics of
elastic loops and to increase the load-carrying capability of loop/soil systems.
A new forming concept resulted (Ref. Z) which involved two major manufacturing
step s:
Z-3
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1. Bulge Forming of a cylindrical metal ring.
2. Bending or rollforming in the longitudinal direction.
Small-scale model loops were manufactured to verify the concept using
annealed Ti-6Af-4V material. A spherical or near-spherical bulge in
the previously flat ring as shown in Fig. 2-3 was expected to shorten the
loop's circumference edge sections by the amount necessary to straighten
the lower edges under load.
I
i'
T rea_d _- ..... "_/""
LOOP "B" FORMED FROM STRETCHED RING (D O _ D 1)
D 1
g
_-.............................D O .......... _.
D0-D 1 = 4 mm
(0.160 in.)
R/r = 6
Fig. Z-3 - Bulge Forming of Second=Generation Elastic Loop and Additional
Rollforming Results in Constant Height of Edges above Ground.
Uniform ground pressure distribution can be achieved by treading
outer surface.
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The model fabrication experiments were successful. Near-linear edge
sections were obtained which permitted the installation of large grousers for
near-planar footprint characteristics. Based on these model loops, the major
design parameters for full-scale loops could be readily derived by scaling up
all linear dimensions.
The spring and stress characteristics of bulge- and rollformed loops
were derived and verified by testing available loops under load (Appendix B).
2.Z. 1 Material Selection for E.lastic Loops
Due to the higher load capability desired for second-generation loops,
the high fatigue life required in future loops after welding and cold forming
operations, several advanced materials were evaluated for possible use as
loop material. The screening of high strength-to-weight materials centered
around recently developed titanium alloys with improved cold formability
and higher ultimate tensile strength than the previously used Ti-6A_-4V
alloy in the annealed condition. Two titanium alloys were selected on the
basis of available physical properties listed in Table Z-I, and shown in
Fig. Z-4, with the standard Ti-6A_-4V alloy for comparison which must be
used in the annealed condition to avoid water quenching. To reduce the risk
of late delivery, both "Beta III" and "Transage 129" sheets, 0.065 inches
thick, were ordered from different sources.
The Beta III material arrived first and was therefore used for fabri-
cating the first loop. The test certificate is shown in Fig. Z-5.
Z.Z.Z Elastic Loop Sizing
Based on test results from models and the first-generation loop, the
loop size was modified to accommodate higher loads. At the same time, an
effort was made to increase available spring travel and reduce the maximum
tensile stresses. The following loop dimensions were chosen (dimensions of
first-generation ELMS in parentheses):
Z-5
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Loop Width:
Loop Thickness:
Loop Circumference: L = 3.68 m
Overall Loop Length
Under Nominal Load: 1.6 m
Bulge Radius : 15 m
b = 38.8 cm (35.6 cm)
t = 1.6 mm (I.Z7 ram)
(4.06 m)
(1.78 m)
Z.Z. 3 Prediction of Spring Characteristics and Stresses for Elastic Loop
For the selected loop size the following spring and stress characteristics
were calculated using the formulas derived in Appendix B.
Assumed Nominal Load W :
O
W = 557 N (125 lb)
O
Nominal Load F ° to be Carried by Loop under the Assumption that the Lower
Half of the Loop Rests on the Ground:
W 1 WLoo pFo o - Z-
where
WLoop = weight of assembled loop (incl. grousers)
= 148 N (33 lb)
Thus
F = 557 - 74
o
= 483 N (I08.5 ib)
Beta III Data (Table Z-l):
Modulus of
Elasticity E = 10.3 x 106 N/cm Z
Poisson's Ratio Y = 0.3
(15 x 106 psi)
Z-9
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According to Eq. (B-3), Appendix B, the bending rigidity of the loop is:
B
Et 3
lZ(l - vz)
- 3840 N-cm
The load-deflection law is given by Eq. (B-10), Appendix B:
(o)+  (K(bl) (0)]
K(ll_)Z K b - K b )F
= 7rb B 1 - K(1)
b
where K b is the longitudinal curvature in the bent loop section (Fig. B-l),
superscript (0) denotes no load, superscript (I) denotes load F. Under no load:
0) = 0.0Z36 cm -I
Thus
K(1) (N)
b
F = 4.69 x 105K I) .7K b
This spring-deflection characteristic is plotted in Fig. Z-6.
Maximum stress, area x, can be predicted using Eq. (B-I 1), Appendix B:
where superscript
6B[K(1) . (c) K(C)]area x = --_ - t_b - q
t
(c) denotes "loop in circular form." For
K(bc) = 0.0171 cm -I , K (c) = 0.000Z cm -Iq
Z-10
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80O
600
v
400
_0
0
200
0
r_
60
Z; 50
_ 40
_ 30
Nominal Load
I DriveDrum
I Curvatureo___ i , I I i i-0.04 0.05 0.06 0.0657
Max. Loop Curvature K(_ ) (cm -1) (Fig. B-l)
I I
,, ,, ! , J
-16 -8 -4 0 4 7.2 HardStop
Spring Deflection from Nominal State (cm) 12.2
l I
88 ksi
--51 3. ksi
52.6 ksi [ Drive
i
I Drum
--^ I i I I , ] , Curvature
---V" 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.0657 /
Max. Loop Curvature K(bI- ) (cm-l)
Fig. Z-6 - Predicted Spring-Deflection and Stress Characteristics
of Second-Generation Elastic Loop of Beta III
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one obtains,
= Z
cm
which is also plotted in Fig. Z-6. The curves indicate that the new loop can
well carry loads between Z70 N and 670 N (60 and 150 lb) as specified in the
Work Statement. The maximum stresses under nominal load (557 N = 125 lb)
of 47 kN/cm z (68,000 psi) would be far too high for long fatigue life of
Ti-6A_-4V loops and is even 17% too high if the new Transage alloy were
used which has 58,000 psi safe stress levels for infinite fatigue life (106
cycles to fatigue of notched specimens, see Table Z-l).
By an empirical formula for the available spring deflection, x, of a loop:
x - Kb D d + 5 cm ,
where D d = drive drum diameter, the loop curvature in Fig. Z-6 can be re-
lated to vertical spring deflection as shown by the additional scale.
Z. 3 TOOL DESIGN FOR LOOP MANUFACTURE
In a small-scale pilot study the new forming concept of Ref. 13 was
tried out which also helped in tool design for full-scale loop fabrication.
Due to the short length of the strips for model loops of 65 cm, the transverse
curvature could be achieved by multiple brake bending of the flat strip before
welding instead of rollforming the welded loops.
The required bulge shown in Fig. Z-3 was formed by trapped-rubber
forming using a female contoured die sketched in Fig. Z-7. This manu-
facturing experiment was successful. The model loops made had the de-
sired virtually straight lower edge sections. One model loop was subsequently
delivered to MSFC's Space Sciences Laboratory for performance testing under
the direction of Dr. N.C. Costes.
Additional 5 cm spring deflections are gained in the transition region from
curvature K b to the straight section.
Z-lZ
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[[!!i "j ., Trapped _ b " ',, " i
LII]I_'I Rubber , : "\.
Contoured
Sheet Die ZO cm Diameter
Fig. Z-7 - Bulge-Forming Tool Used in Pilot Study to Manufacture
Se c ond- Gene ration Ela stic Loop s
In designing a scaled-up bulge-forming tool for manufacturing loops of
1.Z m diameter, an effort was made to copy the model forming process as
closely as practical. The first design shown in Fig. 2-8 was based on the
trapped rubber process where the rubber was to be deformed in a hydraulic
press with several hundred tons capacity.
In the final tool design a suggestion by Mr. 5. R. Williams, S&E-PE-M,
was followed to replace the big rubber pad by a solid core surrounded by a
water-filled bladder (truck inner tube) as sketched in Fig. 2-9 and shown in
partially opened condition in Fig. Z-10.
Z-13
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_:!<A x v;_X >(_..-x,_<,>(ii
, .
J-.,\_, \_b b \ -x, \j ,j
r_ \,, e 1.17 m (46 in.) --, / \1
Contoured
"_ Steel Die
Fig. Z-8 - First Tool Design for Bulge Forming of Full-Scale
Second-Generation Loops
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2.3.1 Design of Outer Die
The required pressure and die size to cold form the loop can be esti-
mated by analyzing the loop stress-strain relationships as follows:
Beta III Data, Mill Annealed:
aty = 78 kN/cm z (ll3.3ksi)
E = 6.9 x 103 kN/cm z (I0 x 103 ksi)
Approximate Strain, Ey,
at Yield Point:
6y = Gt/E
= 0.0113 = 1.13%
Selected Total Strain when Loop Makes Contact with Die:
_total = Z.5%
This strain level was used to size die inside diameter (LD.) (47.377 in.)
based on specifiedloop outside diameter (O.D.) (46.ZZl in.).
Internal Pressure Required to Reach Yield Stress in Loop (thin wall hoop
stress formula):
tu t_ E
__Y_ < p < --/--- ,
r - r
where r is loop radius (23.077 in.) and t thickness (0.063 in.). Thus,
450 N/cm z <_ p < 985 N/cm 2
(310 psi <__ p < 680 psi)
Z-17
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The required pressure should be closer to the lower estimate because the
stress-strain curve flattens substantially once the yield point is reached.
For design purposes it was assumed thatup to p = 2180 N/cm Z (1500 psi)
may be applied during forming.
2.3.2 Die Material Selection
Aluminum Alloy Z219- T87
_ty
_tv
= 35 kN/cm 2 (51 ksi) Elong. = 6%
= 44 kN/cm z (64 ksi) E = 7. Z5 x 103 kN/cm Z
(I0.5 x 103 ksi)
Weld Joint Strength: atv = Z3.5 kN/cm z (34 ksi)
The availability of the required amount and size for the die as GFE
had been confirmed by MSFC's Technical Materials Division before start
of contract. When material was requested, this material was no longer
available. Instead, plate of alloy 2014 was offered as replacement. In the
heat-treated condition-T6, it has the same listed weld joint strength of 23.5
kN/cm Z (34 ksi) and was, therefore, accepted to avoid a program delay.
Required Wall Thickness for Die, Using Hoop Stress Formula for Thin Wall
Cylinder:
Assuming as a worst case a fractured titanium loop, the total bladder pres-
sure acts on the die. Thus
1500 x 47.1
t > = 1.04in.
-- Z x 34,000
Safety Factor: 2
5
Selected: t = 2 _6-in. (including allowance for machining inner wall)
Engineering drawings are shown in Figs. 2-11 and Z-12.
Z-18
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To be Rolled, Welded, Heat Treated
Butt Weld [ [I
Backup Plate
Z.Z5"x 4"x 16"
"_ 17 in. _J
Material 17" x 171" x Z.31 thick
Replaced by Z014-T6 16" x4" x Z.31 thick
Material above furnished GFE.
Z. 31
47.00
+
+O.Z
- 0.0 Diam.
Fig. 2-1 1 - Drawing for Rolling and Welding Die from Flat Plate Stock
Z-19
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Outer Ring Inner Contour (Not to Scale)
47.377 in. Diam.
÷ 0.004
7.50 +0.02
16.01 0.036 in.
A
7.50 + 0.0Z
?
Fig. 2-12 - Contour of Bulge Forming Die
Z -Z0
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Z. 3.3 Fixture for Loop Machining and Heat Treatment
Figure 2-13 shows a fixture constructed for the purpose of: trimming
elastic loops to width; drilling and holding loops in circular form during heat
treatment. This fixture was built with two circular machined rings of 0.75
inch width and twelve machined pads to support the loop.
2.4 ELASTIC LOOP MANUFACTURING
A major effort under this contract was devoted to the manufacture of a
titanium alloy elastic loop with uniform ground pressure distribution. A total
of three loops were manufactured as shown in Table Z-Z and described in more
detail in subsequent sections.
Z.4. 1 Welding
A 45-degree weld joint was chosen for the loops to minimize any adverse
effects which welded cross sections might have in the area of maximum bend-
ing stresses at the front and rear. The ends were milled to 45-degree angles.
TIG-welding and subsequent X-ray examination were performed by the PE Labora-
tory's Product Development Division. The weld was found to be acceptable.
Z.4.Z First Bulge Forming
In cooperation with the Research & Process Technology Division, pro-
cedures for bulge forming inMSFC's Lake Erie Press No. 3994, located in
Bldg. 4704, were worked out (Appendix C) for proper setup and operation of
all equipment. After several procedural problems had been resolved and after
some experience was gained in pressurizing and depressurizing the system
without rupturing the bladder, the first loop was bulge formed. The bulge
followed closely the contour of the die except in a section extending about
90 degrees angle from the loop center, where an excessive curling was en-
countered as sketched in Fig. Z-14. In that section, the loop appeared to have
been prevented from uniform expansion. The major reasons for this irregu-
larity was believed to be a lack of sufficient clearance in height between the
upper and lower plates closing the die, sharp corners of the loop edges and
too soft plate material (aluminum alloy ZZl9).
Z-Z1
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Clea ranc e
Hole -_
I/4 inch
Bolt(12 req' d)
,/:/ !1
45.75 +0.25 B.C.
Post Z"xZ"x 3/16_7
(IZ req'd) /.
I _ _ . . L-J- _. ._ IdCkBW21d Rings, Posts, Braces
/ / i [ .K a e s. Machine Rings to
Iv.lz5 15;75_.LI .
I _ I¢\ --'_'" Typical Post-Brace Detail (lZ req d)
16.75 I "_\ o o \
, I I / !_ 45 +10 _k_ BraceI I ,, I "kX.- - / . Chapel
I &--I--L___J__\ / _- l"xl"x3/16" Z"v ,,,
_, l )C/TL')-, t ] / _,_- _1-- req a) _ (IZ spokes bottom,
" _ --# "_.>" _ _ 4 spokes top)
/ i.._1:4.s"_...I
/ l+0Z -I
-- " ,,+ 0 Z0"
_--- ......... Z2. 375 to CenterI O_ 0 O _ _
_--Base ½" sqx 1.25" ig. (IZ req'd)
Fig. 2-13 - Fixture for Loop Machining and Heat Treatment
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Fig. Z-14 - Sketch of Irregularity Encountered over a 90-Degree Section
after First BuIge Forming
The following measures were taken to prevent this irregular forming
from recurring:
I. Increase clearance in height to >0.020 in. plus 0.006 in. of
anticipated compression of die under the press.
2. Install cold rolled carbon steel plates of hard and smooth
surface finish on top and bottom of die.
3. Lubricate top and bottom plates and bladder/loop interface
carefully with rubber lubricant (Permatex Company).
An additional modification to the die was made to adjust the final loop cir-
cumference closer to the desired length of 145 inches. The die was shimmed
by a 0.125-inch thick aluminum sheet of soft condition (6061-0).
2.4.3 Second Bulge Forming (Loop No. Z)
A second sheet of "Beta III" titanium alloy was prepared for welding,
TIG-welded, and trimmed to width. Before bulge forming of the loop was
performed, the aluminum shim ring was formed to fully adhere to the inner
contour of the die and to permit inspection for possible irregularities at the
seam before bulge forming the loop.
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When a bladder pressure of about 500 psi was applied, the outer die
was fractured at one of the two welds. (A second weld had been made by the
subcontractor after an unsuccessful attempt to cold roll the 2014 aluminum
alloy without annealing.) The crack (sketched in Fig. 2-15) showed a complete
lack of penetration of weld and base material. Since time and cost did not
permit fabrication of a new die, the broken die was repaired as shown in
Fig. 2-16. A total of six flat steel bars (AISI 4130) of the following dimensions
3 ea 1 x 3 x 48 in.
3 ea 0.75xZx48in.
were provided by MSFC as GFE. They were rolled to match the die o.d.,
match drilled, and bolted to the die to bridge the two welds. The bolt heads
and the crack region were subsequently covered by an aluminum fill epoxy
(Devcon F-Z) and sanded using two templates (one for axial, one for cir-
cumferential checking of contour).
Filler __Material
Crack
Die
(2014-T6)
m
Backup Plate
f (Z014-T6)
Crack
Fig. 2-15 - Sketch of Brittle Fracture of Weld at Approximately 4000 psi
Tensile Stress in Die
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1 in. Steel,
Rolled to Match
Die o.d.
Second
Weld
Cracked
Weld
51.6
Avg. Diam. _
C578 ScrewsDiam.
(78 places)
Repair Operations:
I. Remove both aluminum backup plates.
Z. Close gap by chain and block and tackle.
3. Drill bolt holes and countersink heads.
4. Cover bolt heads and crack by aluminum-fill epoxy (Devcon F-Z)
Fig. 2-16 - ELMS Bulge Form Die Steel Reinforcement
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Upon completion of this repair work, the second loop was bulge formed.
Near the point of maximum bladder pressure the loop broke. A failure analy-
sis was performed by MSFC's Metals Joining Development Branch. The re-
sults were documented as Lab Report No. S&E-PT-MW-7Z-9, which is pre-
sented in narrative form in Appendix D. The failure was attributed to damage
to the edge of the titanium loop close to the weld by a hammer-type blow. No
instructions had been given to the machine shop personnel to use a hammer
in any work on the loop. Nevertheless, precautions were taken to make shop
personnel fully aware of the severe consequences of rough handling of highly
stressed titanium parts.
Loop No. 2 showed again a section with excessive curvature at the edge
almost identical to the first loop's irregularity sketched in Fig. 2-14. This
apparent binding between an edge section of the loop and the top cover of the
die recurred despite the larger vertical clearance, steel sheet used to pro-
vide a harder surface for sliding and careful lubrication of top and bottom.
It was concluded that large vertical shear forces must be exerted by the
bladder to the titanium when the bladder is filled with water from a com-
pletely empty condition. This was verified by observing the bladder filling
process with the die cover removed. The loop was pushed up by about 3 inches
during the bladder filling operation.
forming
I.
Zo
o
The following procedural changes were established to improve the bulge
operation:
Edges of the titanium loop are rounded so that no sharp edges
exist which could dig into the cover plate and prevent the loop
from expanding into the die.
The cover plates used for the first bulge forming operations
are replaced by a harder steel, again to prevent binding.
Holes were drilled through the die at a sufficient number of
circumferential locations and feeler gages installed (see Fig.
2-15) in order to measure outward expansion of the loop during
the bulge forming operation. These gages are situated near the
top and bottom edges of the die and provide warning of any
anomalistic behavior of the loop during the forming operation.
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Any unexpected movement as indicated by the gages results in
a hold operation until such behavior can be satisfactorily ex-
plained and determined not to be detrimental to the success of
the operation. Written procedures were expanded to incorporate
the monitoring of the gages.
Welds are X-rayed routinely prior to bulge forming to ensure
against a faulty weld.
The bladder will be lubricated with a rubber lubricant to minimize
friction between the rubber bladder and the titanium loop.
The bladder is filled with water while the cover plate is re-
moved for inspection and possible repositioning of loop and/
or bladder before the pressure is increased.
After the catastrophic failure of Loop No. Z, no additional Beta III
titanium sheet was available nor could additional material be purchased
within a short time. The backup material, Transage 129, was not received
until the end of March 1972.
Z.4. 3 Reworking of Loop No. 1
In view of the difficulties in purchasing additional material without long
delays, it was decided to attempt a reworking operation of the first loop which
had developed an irregular edge section during bulge forming. Since the
bulge forming die had been reduced in inside diameter by shims after the
first loop was bulge formed, the loop was cut shorter by eliminating the old
weld. The reduction in length was computed on the basis of previous ex-
perience with the Beta HI alloy, where 0.6% permanent elongation was
achieved after springback from a Z. 5% total elongation. This resulted in
a length (of the neutral fibers before bulge forming) of
for a final length of
L 0 = 144.13 in.
L 1 = 145in.
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The loop was then rewelded, X-rayed and trimmed to a constant width. The
reduced width of the loop required shimming of the die at the bottom by steel
plates 0.1Z5 inches thick. As an additional procedural change, these shims
were chamfered at the outer top edge as sketched in Fig. Z-17 to facilitate
outward sliding of the curled edge section. Pinching of the rubber bladder
at the loop edges was prevented by strips of fire hose material taped in place
to cover the upper and lower corners.
The bulge forming of this rewelded Loop No. 1 reduced the irregularities
in the bulge ccntour to a level which was no longer considered to significantly
affect the mobility characteristics of the loop.
?..4.4 Age-Hardening of Loop No. 1
The recommended heat treatment by the manufacturer for high tensile
strength is
950°F for 4hours; aircool,
which was performed by MSFC's Process Engineering Laboratory with the
loop held in circular form by the fixture of Fig. Z-1 3. The different coeffi-
cients of thermal expansion of
6.4 x 10 -6 in/°F-in, for steel and
4. 8 x 10 -6 in/°F-in, for titanium
amount to an expansion of the fixture relative to the loop of
ADst/Ti
-6
= (6.4 - 4.8) I0 (950-75) 46
= 1.4x 10 -6 x 875x 46 = 0.050 in.
The clearance between fixture and loop at room temperature was chosen
two times the predicted amount or 0.1 inch in diameter. After the aging
several mild waves were observed in the otherwise circular upper edge
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Titanium Loop Section
with Excessive Bend
Bulge
Forming
Die
Fire Hose Boot
to Protect Bladder
Chamfered Steel
Steel Bottom Plate
Aluminum Bottom Plate :
\\\ \ \
Fig. 2-17 - Chamfering of Steel Shims at Loop Section with Excessive Bend
to Facilitate Sliding of Edge During Bulge Forming.
Fire hose material protects bladder from pinching.
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of the loop. There were indications of a larger difference in thermal expansion
of this cold worked titanium alloy sheet and the fixture which had been at high
temperature several times prior to this aging operation.
The manufacturer was then consulted whether material properties are
adversely affected by a second heating to aging temperature. It was learned
that no overaging is obtained if 24 hours are not exceeded.
An attempt was, therefore, made to heat the loop to 950°F again, but
with very tight fit in the fixture using steel shim rings between fixture and
loop. Very little change was noticed after the second age-hardening at 950°F
for another 4 hours. The waviness of the affected edge appeared to be re-
duced sufficiently to a tolerable level. Further uniformity in loop shape
was expected from the subsequent rollforming operation.
2.4.5 Rollforming of Loop No. 1
Shaping of the loop's footprint for uniform longitudinal ground pressure
distribution under load required a small amount of rollforming of the age-
hardened loop. The Lockheed-built single-stand rollforming machine de-
picted in Fig. Z-l was used. The three rolls are sized and located so that
the maximum elongation during bending is
t
e__ ZR
1
where R 1 is the bulge radius of the lower roll, which is R 1 = Z inches.
For the present loop thickness (0.063 in.), the maximum elongation is
0.063
emax --< 4
= 0.016
which was considered safe when compared with reported properties for
"Beta III" (Ref. 3}, which after EB welding and aging at 950°F achieved the
following properties
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atu = 174.5 ksi
Gty = 162.4 ksi
Elongation 4. 9%
Toward the end of the rollforming, a 6-inch long crack developed
parallel to the loop edges. It started at the weld which was too brittle to
stand a temporary elongation of not quite 1.5%. This was verified in a metal-
lurgical examination performed by MSFC's Metals Joining Development
Branch (Appendix E), where between 0.5 and 1.5% elongation was measured
in the fractured weldment of a tensile test specimen.
No other defects were found in the loop during the examination. A repair
weld was therefore performed by the Metals Joining Development Branch.
This repair weld was rated acceptable after X-ray examination. The only
adverse side effect of this weldment about 3.5 inches inside the edge was a
strong local waveform near the edge which reduced the buckling strength
of the loop at that point. An effort was made to remove a sufficient amount
of the excess material (which caused the waveform) at the 45 degree weld
seam which was only Z inches away from the wave center. To this end, a
V-shaped section was cut out of the weld over about 30% of the loop width,
and rewelded (TIG). This reduced the wave in the edge section to a tolerable
size.
2.4.6 Descaling of Loop No. 1
After handgrinding of the repair weldments, the blue scale from the
heat treatment was removed by sandblasting.
Fracture in base metal, not in weld.
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2.4.7 Loop Drilling and Assembly
Figure Z-18 shows the assembled ELMS with Loop No. 1 equipped with
grousers for improved traction. The lower edge is straight over most of the
footprint. Thus the major design objective has been accomplished. Ground
contact pressure in soft soil can be expected to be fairly uniform over most
of the footprint. ELMS weight as shown in Fig. 2-18 is W = 534 N, including
battery (20 lb) and part of the trailer weight (6 lb). This amounts to a load of
1
F = W- _%-WLoop = (534- 72) = 46Z N
According to the calculated spring-deflection characteristic of Fig. Z-6, the
loop deflection should be about 12.7 cm (5 in.) away from maximum deflection,
where the drive drums provide a hard stop. This is in good agreement with
the measured deflection of 11.7 cmfor this load. (Torsion springs force the
suspension arms outward to provide sufficient contact pressure between drive
drums and loop, thereby lowering the loop by a small amount.)
Drive drums and the loop had to be designed simultaneously to ensure
proper engagement of the drive lugs mounted on the inside of the loop and the
planetary rollers installed in two rows at the drive drum circumference. The
drive lug/roller engagement geometry is described in Appendix K. The drive
drum design was based on two loop sizes:
(A) Circumference C A = 3.68 m (145 in.)
Number of Drive Lugs per Side: 69
or
(B) Circumference: C B = 3.74 m (147.090 in.)
Number of Drive Lugs per Side: 70
In each case the correct spacing of drive lugs was
S = 5.3 cm (Z.089 in.)
After the heat treatment the circumference of Loop No. 1 at the location of
the lugs was 3.72 m (146.238 in.), which was nearer to design point (B).
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Fig. 2-18 - ELMS Fully Assembled with Loop No. 1 (Beta I11 Titanium Alloy). 
Combination of bulge- and rollforming provides uniform ground 
p r e s s u r e  as indicated by st ra ight  lower edge. 
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Therefore, 70 lugs per side were selected. The error in lug spacing
amounts to
(C B - C B )/70 = 0.08 mm (0.0032 in.) ,
Act.
which is well within the tolerable range. For equal spacing of the two rows
of drive lugs, the fixture of Fig. 2-13 was mounted on a turntable, which
was rotated in increments of 360/70 -- 5-1/7 degree from hole to hole.
The drilling was performed on a milling machine. Holes were located in
such a manner that no holes were inside or close to a weldment to reduce
notch effects in the weld zone.
2.4.8 Transage-129 Elastic Loop Manufacturing Effort
After the Beta III loop had cracked in a final rollforming operation 9
the overdue shipment of Transage-lZ9 titanium alloy sheet was received.
An effort was therefore started to manufacture a new loop (No. 3) from this
new alloy as a backup approach to obtain a satisfactory loop for the test
program.
• Welding
Since no weld wire was available, a procedure was worked out by
MSFCts Product Development Division, S&E-PE-D, Bldg. 4705, to perform
the TIG welding without filler material. After a series of test welds with
different forms of butts, the parameters given in Fig. 2-19 were found to
yield perfect welds. Metallurgical examinations of pre-production welds
were performed by MSFC's Metals Joining Branch, S&E-PE-MW, which
showed the weld regions to be of lower R c hardness (from R c =Z0 to 21)
than the parent material (R c =24), whereas Beta III specimens did not have
this desirable feature. In Beta III welds, the hardness had been found to
be as high as R c = 24 for parent material in the order of R c = Z0 to 21.
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0. St
end Radius_
I I
Fig. Z-19 - Preparation of Butts for TIG Welding of Transage-lZ9 Titanium
Alloy Without Filler Wire (developed by MSFC's Product
Development Division, S&E-PE-D, Bldg. 4705)
A perfect production weld was achieved using the butt form machined
according to Fig. 2-19. The weld quality was assured by X-ray examination.
• Bulge Forming
Extreme care was exercised in the preparations for bulge forming.
The bladder was filled with water while the die was still open and repositioned
after filling was completed to minimize vertical forces exerted by the bladder
to the loop. Nevertheless, minor curling of parts of the upper edge was
encountered, but was considered small enough to not adversely affect the
performance of the finished loop.
• Heat Treatment
The recommended heat treatment to age harden the martensitic
Transage-lZ9 titanium alloy is:
1. Hold 15 minutes at 1350°F (+ ZS°F), aircool.
2. Hold 1 hour at lZ00°F, aircool.
3. Hold 4 hours at 900°F, aircool.
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The fixture shown in Fig. 2-13 was again used to support the loop in the
furnace (located in MSFC's Bldg. 4704). Detailed information on thermal
expansion characteristics of this new titanium alloy was obtained from
LMSC's Palo Alto Research Laboratory where the material had been
developed. A shrinkage of 0.5% occurs in sheet when it is solution treated
after the last rolling of typically 50_0 reduction in thickness. It was assumed
that during the mill solution treatment this large shrinkage had already taken
place. The approximately 3% cold working during bulge forming was believed
to result in a shrinkage of approximately 3/50 of 0.5% or 0.03%. A
clearance corresponding to twice that amount plus the expected difference
in thermal expansion (discussed on page 2-28) was provided between fixture
and loop. However, the actual shrinkage experienced was in the order of
0.5%. As a result the Transage loop was stretched by approximately 1/4 inch
in diameter in the two edge sections, which eliminated the bulge completely.
In this distorted form the loop could not be used.
In order to study the feasibility of rollforming in the aged condition,
the loop was rollformed to the required transverse curvature after descaling.
No damage of any kind could be found after rollforming and X-ray examina-
tion of the weld.
• Conclusions
The experience gained from the three manufacturing efforts has led to
a promising new approach that eliminates completely the cold bulge forming
operation. A male steel die would be machined to the desired bulge. The
welded titanium ring would be of such diameter that it slides over the steel
die with minimum clearance. During the heat treatment the loop would
shrink sufficiently with respect to the steel die to be hot formed to the shape
of the die. Thus, bulge forming and age hardening would be combined to one
simple hot forming operation. A preliminary analysis indicates that the loop
can be removed from the die without a need for an expensive split die.
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3.1
Section 3
DRIVE SYSTEM DESIGN AND INSTRUMENTATION
PERMANENT MAGNET BRUSHLESS DC DRIVE MOTORS*
The propulsion system for each drum of the ELMS consists of a per-
manent magnet brushless dc motor, a planetary spur gear combination with
an 80:1 speed reduction, and an electronic controller. The motor and gear
train were initially developed as an alternate drive system for the Lunar
Roving Vehicle by the General Electric Company and United Shoe Machinery
Company, respectively. The electronic controller was designed specifically
for the ELMS by MSFC's Astrionics Laboratory. The propulsion assembly
is a high performance system with a combined efficiency of greater than 70%
over a wide range of torques and speeds. Complete performance charac-
teristics and system description are documented in Refs. 16 and 17.
The motor-gear combination has two torque-speed ranges and with a
nominal battery voltage is capable of developing 80 ft-lb at drum speeds up
to Z5 rpm and Z0 ft-lb at speeds up to 1Z0 rpm. The change in torque-speed
range is performed electronically by changing taps on the motor winding. A
unipolar tachometer in the motor provides the speed information to the con-
troller required to change ranges. As the drive system accelerates through
25 rpm, the controller automatically switches to the high-speed tap and cor-
respondingly changes the current in the motor so that the output torque remains
the same before and after switching. An anomalous condition may occur if the
ELMS is forced to accelerate up a grade which requires a total output torque
greater than 40 ft-lb. When the motor changes to the high speed tap, the torque
is limited to 40 ft-lb and the wheel will slow down and shift back to the low
This information was contributed by Mr. F. 3. Nola of MSFC's Astrionics Laboratory.
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speed. The motor will alternate between the high and low speed tap until the
speed input command is reduced or the torque requirement is lowered.
The forward and reverse speed of the vehicle is controlled by a single
input command which is fed to the two electronic controllers. A given polarity
of the input command corresponds to a given direction of rotation while the
opposite polarity reverses the direction. The system incorporates propor-
tional regenerative braking which is also controlled by the input command.
Reducing the speed command will cause the vehicle to brake proportional to
the magnitude of the reduction and is controllable to zero speed. A power
supply which can accept energy (such as a battery) must be used to absorb
the energy of regenerative braking.
Since speed control was required for testing the ELMS, it was neces-
sary to mount a bipolar tachometer on each motor. The speed signal from
each tachometer is fed back and summed with the input command to provide
a speed control of 5% of lZ0 rpm from no load to full load. Since both motors
are mechanically coupled by the elastic loop, the tachometer gains have been
matched so that both motors produce the same speed for a given input. The
system is designed to operate at a nominal battery voltage of 35 + 5
- 7 volts and,
due to weight and power limitations, is not protected against battery reversals.
The system cannot be damaged by torque overload, overspeed, or by regen-
erative braking commands which may be applied if power is supplied by a source
which cannot accept the braking energy.
Test points are provided for monitoring both the torque and speed. The
calibration of the speed voltage is Z00 mV/rpm. Curves of output torque versus
voltage at various speeds are shown in Figs. 7-6 and 7-7. Also, a control
line for inhibiting the drive signal is provided. Applying +IZ volts to this line
will inhibit the input command signal and stop the motor. This allows a preset
speed to be set in, and the vehicle to be stopped by a signal line rather than
interrupting the power bus.
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The quiescent current drain from the battery for both motors is less
than 200 ma. The maximum current drain when delivering 40 ft-lb at 120 rpm
is approximately 30 amps. Detailed instructions on the drive motor control
are given in Appendix F.
3.Z INSTALLATION OF BRUSHLESS DC-MOTORS
The design goal was to provide a rigid yet lightweight installation for
the brushless dc motors which were provided as GFE by the Advanced
Research and Technology Branch of the MSFC Astrionics Laboratory. These
motors had been built under NASA contract by the General Electric Company
to the speed and torque requirements of the Apollo Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV).
Maximum torque requirements for the ELMS test unit were estimated.
A. Slope Climbing
W
max
r W sina
e
Maximum Slope Angle a = 35 deg (sina = 0.574)
Nominal Weight W = 557 N (125 lb)
Estimated Efficiency _ _> 0.62
(First-Generation ELMS B _ 0.62)
Effective Radius r _ 0.16 m (6.25 in.)
e
Tslope _< 0.16 x0.62557x 0.574 = 8Z Nm (60 ft-lb)
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B. Step Obstacle Climbing
The torque requirements by a single-loop ELMS in climbing a step
obstacle have been derived in recent studies under Lockheed's Independent
Research program. Good agreement between theoretical results and WES
test results as reported in Ref. 1 is obtained. The predicted peak torque
during step obstacle climbing was found to be
T = r w
step 1 + #Z e
where _ is the coefficient of friction between the loop and the ground. Assuming
p _ 0.5, the following range in Tstep is obtained for ELMS weights considered in
the present design:
Nominal Weight
Tstep _< 0.6reW = 55.5 Nm (41 ft-lb)
Maximum Weight
Tstep _< 0.6 re Wmax = 64 Nm (47 ft-lb)
The maximum torque was therefore limited to
T < 8Z Nm (60 ft-lb)
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for the ELMS test unit. This torque limit will protect all components of the
drive system, in particular the flexural pivots in the drive drums, from
excessive loads.
Unfortunately, a substantial weight penalty results from these big
motors which are capable of more than 217 Nm (160 ft-lb) per pair, but
only 38070 of that torque will be used. Total weight of the two motors, in-
cluding planetary gear heads, is (80:1 gear reduction):
W M = 99.5 N (Z2.4 lb)
The basic layout of the drive motor assembly is shown in Fig. 3-1.
The motor and drive torque to be subassembled is located with its c.g. at
the center between the two suspension arms.
A rigged and simple drive system design was obtained by making the gear-
head motor unit an integral part of the axle which supports the drum. Magnesium
tubes flanged to the motor housing at the left and to the gear housing to the
right-hand side support the motor and the ballbearings for the drive drum.
A stress analysis was performed (Appendix G) to size the left and
right support tubes and the drive torque tube {Appendix H). The tube walls
were kept as thin as practical to provide maximum sensitivity for strain
gages which are mounted inside the tubes to measure drive torques at the
gearhead output. All strain gages, the tachometer and the wire outlets
from the back of the motor are readily accessible for inspection or repair
from the side by removal of a cover plate covering the ends of the support
tub e s.
3.3 DRIVE DRUM DESIGN WITH FRICTIONLESS PLANETARY ROLLERS
The drive drum consists of conical magnesium discs which are flanged
to inner cones also of magnesium and a cylinder of rolled magnesium sheet,
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as shown in Fig. 3-1. A sizing and stress analysis for the cylinder is given
in Appendix I.
At the interface of the discs and inner cones, a sprocket ring is mounted
shown in Fig. 3-2. Assembly details are shown in Fig. 3-1. Sprocket ring,
disc and inner cone are held by the same array of cap screws and can be
readily disassembled after the dust cover is removed. Removing this cover
also gives access to the flexural pivots which support the planetary rollers
discussed below.
A thorough analysis of the engagement geometry between conical drive
lugs mounted in two rows to the inside of the elastic loop and an array of
rollers at the drive drum circumference was made to ensure perfect engage-
ment and disengagement even under the most adverse loop deflections. The
most critical condition is shown in Fig. J-2, where the loop approaches the
drum tangentially so that its shape changes from a straight line to the minimum
diameter circle around the drum. The minimum cone angle resulting from
this study is 25 degrees (to the cone axis). For easy manufacturing and quality
control, a ring gage was built (Fig. J-3) to assure good engagement of the actual
hardware. The engagement analysis presented in Appendix J also established
the number and size of planetary rollers required and their location on the
sprocket rings.
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Planetary
Rollers
ROTATING
MEMBER
STATIONARY
MEMBER
FLEX SPRINGS
Frictionless flexural l)ivot.
Sprocket__/
Ring
Disc with
Dust Covers
,ved
Fig. 3-2 - Sideview of Drive Drum, Planetary Rollers and Flexural Pivots
for Frictionless Mounting of Rollers
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3.4 PLANETARY ROLLER DESIGN
Lockheed proposed to evaluate planetary rollers mounted in friction-
less flexural pivots as an attractive solution to minimize internal losses in
the drive train. Flexural pivots are frictionless bearings of limited angular
travel, having no backlash and requiring no lubrication. The bearings are
made of pairs of flat, crossed springs supporting rotating sleeves. These
pivots are available {from Bendix, Utica, N. Y.) in a variety of sizes and
pivotal angles. One of the alternative designs that had been considered is
shown in Fig. 3-3. It features conventional freely rotating rollers with
friction-type radial and axial bearings.
[
Seal
Self- Lub ricatin g
Plastic Roller
L
Fig. 3-3 - Alternate Planetary Roller Design with Free 360 Degree
Rotation but Friction-Type Bearings
Major factors considered in a tradeoff study were:
Advantages of Conventional Rollers
• Lower Development Risk
• High Structural Strength
• Simple Installation
• Lower Cost
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Disadvanta g e s
• Friction Proportional to Load
• Lubrication Required
• Good Sealing from Dirt Required
• Higher Weight of Rollers and Housing
Advantages of Rollers with Limited Rotation and Flexural Pivots
• No Friction
• No Lubrication Required (suitable in hard vacuum)
• Minimum Sealing Required
• Low Weight of Rollers, Pivots and Housing
Disadvanta g e s
• Higher Development Risk (lack of experience in installa-
tion and operation)
• Low Safety Margin against Dynamic Loads (of uncertain
magnitude) if Standard Catalog Sizes are used
• Higher Cost
The main disadvantage of the flexural pivots shown in Fig. 3-Z is that their
built-in restoring torque, which zeros deflections under no load, increases
with structural strength. Small restoring torques do not adversely affect the
efficiency of the loop-drum drive train since the energy needed to deflect the
pivots during engagement is converted into kinetic energy that drives the
loop during disengagement. However, very strong flexural pivots of
standard catalog sizes require large restoring torques to be overcome
during deflection which, in turn, would result in developing sliding friction
forces between the drive lugs and the planetary rollers, thus defeating the
purpose of these devices. A load analysis was made to determine if standard
"off-the-shelf" flexural pivots can take the expected loads (see Appendix K).
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Maximum deflection angles required were estimated to be 10 degrees
under most adverse conditions (cumulative maximum of all manufacturing
tolerances). Stock size pivots provide +8.5, or +15, or +30 degrees de-
flection. On the basis of this information and the load analysis shown in
Appendix K, pivots of the !15 degree series were considered. The stock
size which offered the best compromise in load capability and torsional spring
stiffness was Bendix Catalog Number 5006-600, which has the following charac-
teristics per pair:
Diameter
4.763 mm
(3/16 in.)
Length
15.3 mm
(0.6 in.)
Loads for Leaf Springs
Under
Compression
V c
176 N
(36.6 lb)
Tension
V t
249 N
(54 lb)
Spring Rate
7.4 N-cm/rad
(0.65Z lb-in./rad)
The best orientation of the pivots on the drive drum is shown in Fig. 3-4.
Each roller is thus capable of 249 N (56 lb) of radial load. No safe pre-
dictions can be made at this time how horizontal impact loads (as a result
of hitting a vertical wall) get distributed to the rollers without detailed
analysis and testing. In future ELMS designs, special size pivots may be
used if the performance tests in the area of drive system efficiency prove
successful.
This possible reduction of internal losses by frictionless bearings
was the major reason to try flexural pivots as bearings for the planetary
rollers. However, the available stock sizes selected have very limited
impact load resistance which under adverse conditions (one roller takes all
the impact) may be as low as Z49 N (56 lb). Under a more likely condition
the impact load would be shared by at least three rollers which would increase
the radial load resistance to over 500 N (llZ lb).
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Fig. 3-4 - Frictionless Bearings for Planetary Rollers Oriented for 
Maximum Strength Against Radial and Near -Radial Loads 
Directed Toward Drum Axis as  Shown Below: 
- - _  
*Dyn. Max. 
1 F1(TMax. Reverse 
-' 
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Details of the planetary roller and flexural pivot mount are shown in
Fig. 3-5. The two cantilevered pivots are bonded to the sprocket ring and
to the roller by an epoxi adhesive ("Loctite 75"). Installation details are
discussed in Appendix L. Two plastic washers on both sides of the roller
base prevent dust accumulation inside the pivots. The sliding friction
caused by these seals is very small because of the low contact pressure
between the washers and the adjoining walls. Only if the pivots are installed
with an excess amount of adhesive can this friction become larger. Extreme
care must therefore be exercised in their installation.
|
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Planetary Roller
for + IZ Degree
Rotat--ion --_
Plastic
Dust Seal
Pt. No.
72111-29
Fr ictionl e s s
Flexural Pivots
Bendix No.
5006 -600
_- Sprocket Ring
_ Pt. No. Z005
Fig. 3-5 - Detailed View of Planetary Roller, Frictionless Bearing,
and Dust Seal Installation
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Section 4
CHASSIS DESIGN
4.I ELASTIC LOOP SUSPENSION
A major advantage of Lockheed's ELMS concept is the dual function
of elastic loops: (1) to provide vehicle support and traction over a large
footprint, and (2) to provide spring suspension using the 180-degree bends
of each loop as suspension springs. To this end, elastic loops are suspended
elastically to permit vertical spring deflection under load and dissipation
of oscillatory energy. The basic concept of Lockheed's elastic loop sus-
pension is shown in Fig. 4-1.
Vehicle load is transmitted from the chassis to the loop by a pair of
upper load wheels (usually passive). At least one of the two load wheels is
mounted on the suspension arms which can pivot about a point A of the
chassis. At the lower end of the suspension arms, a drive drum is mounted
with internal electric drive. Under load, the loop deflects and gets longer
in the fore and aft direction. Under the influence of torque Wa, the arm
and drive drum rotate outward by an angle a. Under l-g conditions, this
torque is too small to ensure that sufficient contact pressure is maintained
between the drum and the loop to transmit drive torques. A spring is,
therefore, installed to increase the contact pressure between the drum and
the loop. A torsion bar is mounted in the arm pivot bearings "A" extending
over the full width of the chassis (43 cm).
The effects of additional torques acting on the suspension arms are
illustrated in Fig. 4-2 for a typical ELMS suspension with swing arm drum
suspension front and rear. They are torques in reaction to the drive torques
applied by the drive drums to the loop and are oriented so that the forward
arm is torqued outward causing an increase in contact pressure whereas the
rear arm is torqued inward reducing the drum-loop contact pressure. As
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Torsion Bar_ W
_ L- ---- Load Wheel
,\ i(/._ - _o,_o_,_oo_m
---___ ___.
trl
_ _ m . . , _ i,'///.////////////]7
//I,,'///ll/)_///p'//,,'///////////////////////////t/
ll//ll / l._/_(/._/////._,p/.t/,, //l ,///.( ,,i ////ii//// /
_=-\ Spring Deflection X
Fig. 4-1 - Typical ELMS Loop Suspension, Vehicle Weight is Transmitted
to Loop by Upper Load Wheel, Moment (W.a) keeps drive drum
in contact with loop. Spring deflection X results in arm rotation
a and damper travel ba to dissipate energy,
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Low Drive Torques
T R
_/ ..-//// /p >;,_>,///' // /' / / //// /
Fig. 4-2 Front Suspension Arms are Torques Outward, Rear Suspension
Arms Inward, in Reaction to Drive Torques Transmitted from
Drum's Internal Drive to Loop. Desirable "anti-squat" chassis
rotation results.
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shown in Fig. 4-Z, a desirable "nose-down" rotation of the chassis results
which offsets some of the "nose-up" pitching due to load shifts and digging-in
of tracks or loops delivering high torques on soft soil.
The inward rotation of the rear arm under maximum drive torque is
the critical condition for sizing and adjustment of the torsion springs to a
spring rate which must be sufficiently high to ensure that under this critical
condition sufficient loop-drum contact pressure is maintained for positive
drive torque transmission without separation of loop and drum. Alternate
configurations are under study, including rigid rear drum suspension (sim-
plifies design, attractive for low cost, high reliability, automated rovers),
or parallelogram suspension of the drive drums which completely eliminates
the dependence of the rotation of the suspension arms upon drive torques
but increases slightly the mechanical complexity of the system. The latter
design appears attractive for high-speed manned rovers.
4.Z CHASSIS STRUCTURE
The main chassis structure which provides stowage for the batteries,
electronics telemetry and remote control systems, and supports the loop
suspension consists of a rectangular frame of welded aluminum angle as
shown in Fig. 4-3. A honeycomb panel provides a mounting base for onboard
batteries, remote control and telemetry modules as shown in Fig. 4-4. The
skin of the box is made of 0.5-mm magnesium alloy sheet. A curved bumper
is mounted under the bottom of the chassis. It provides a stop for the loop
when it buckles temporarily under excessive point loads. Friction in the
buckled state is minimized by a Teflon molding of semi-circular cross section
that covers the bumper. A front and rear access panel is located at the left
hand side for quick access to the onboard equipment.
4.3 SUSPENSION ARMS
The suspension arms of the first-generation ELMS as shown in Vol. I,
Fig. Zb, were made of 3.Z mm magnesium alloy sheet reinforced by magnesium.
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angles riveted along the edges. A structural analysis (Appendix M) was per-
formed to compare the open section design with a honeycomb core closed
section configuration in torsional stiffness which was margional in the
previous design. The honeycomb core (Fig. 4-5) with 0.5 mm magnesium
alloy panels resulted in a 300% increase in torsional stiffness and a 15%
weight reduction. The closed section design was therefore adopted. Bending
stresses in the arms as they occur when the ELMS is under high side loads
(assumed to be <650 N or 160 lb) were also checked in Appendix M and found
to be within the allowable range for the 6.35 mm core thickness.
4Z cm
Load
Wheel
Mount
Arm Bearing
and Torsion
Spring Mount Drive
Drum
Mount
Fig. 4-5 - Core of Closed-Section Suspension Arm for Improved Torsional
and Bending Stiffness. Aluminum honeycomb (3/16 in. cells)
and magnesium alloy frame (1/4 in. thick).
4.4 DAMP ERS
The shock absorbers to damp loop oscillations in pitching and dipping
through the coupled suspension arm oscillations as explained in Fig. 4-1 were
redesigned to adjust the damping ratio over a wide range (see Fig. 4-6).
One-way damping action was required (inward only) to avoid separation of the
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drum from the loop during outward arm rotations. The use of elastomer cap
seals for the piston provides a simple means to achieve the desired one-way
action. The dampers are filled with a low-viscosity oil (automobile brake
fluid).
An analysis of ELMS damping requirements was performed (Appendix N)
to establish an approximate range of damping forces required for critical
damping (damping ratio _ 0.7). The predicted damping coefficient is 2.24 N
per deg/sec suspension arm rate. Assuming a maximum rate of 50 deg/sec
during an impact load condition, the maximum piston force in the damper
was estimated to be 11Z N (25 lb).
The damper clevises are equipped with strain gages to measure piston
forces. For high sensitivity measurements during operation on smooth terrain,
a set of clevises has been reduced in cross section where the sensors are
mounted. When rough terrain, high obstacles and steep slopes are negotiated
which may require very high drive torques or may lead to high impact loads,
the damping forces are measured through an instrumented pair of heavy-duty
clevises which stand loads in cxcess of 3000 N (670 lb).
Once the requirements for damping characteristics are well defined,
rotary dampers should be developed that form an integral part of the sus-
pension arm bearing ("A" in Fig. 4-1). Such rotary dampers will not be
vulnerable to contamination or damage by soil, dust or rocks.
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Section 5
GROUSER DESIGN AND FABRICATION
One of the main improvements incorporated in this second-generation
ELMS test unit is the development of uniform footprint of the lower loop
section (see Fig. 2-18). This new loop form permits the installation of
large grousers which increase substantially the contact area on hard ground,
distribute the loads more uniformly across the loop width, and increase the
buckling strength of the loop.
5.1 DESIGN
The grouser structure and mounting pattern on the loop is shown in
Fig. 5-1. Polyurethane foam was selected as grouser material in a flexible
condition:
Brand: Flexipol Urethane Compound FNP-251-8
Mixture Ratio: Prepolymer 67.7 parts by; Activator 100 parts
This hardness results in 7% compression under 6.9 l_/cm 2 (I psi) contact
pressure which was considered satisfactory. For sufficient structural integrity
and for easy mounting and replacement, a titanium alloy (Beta III) mounting
plate was molded in near the base of the grousers. The places were per-
forated as shown in Fig. 5-Z to improve adhesion to the surrounding foam.
5.2 FABRICATION
A room temperature vulcanizing silicone rubber (KTV) mold was made
from four wooden masters mounted on an aluminum sheet which was bent to
match the loop curvature. The mounting plates were bolted to this aluminum
base with long pins which also provided the access holes to insert the screws
in the finished grouser. Four grousers can be molded simultaneously. Mold
and foam components were cooled to 15°F before mixing and molding to im-
prove uniformity of the foam.
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/ Drive Lug (plastic)
Elastic Loop
(0.065" Ti-Alloy) 7 ,,
i I i
_ _ (pol_yurethane foam)
Mounting Plate
o \ _ I ' jJ ..J ':
Fig. 5-1 - Grouser Structure and Mounting Pattern
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\,_,,o oG
\e o o0.o 
Material: Beta III Titanium Alloy
O"0 30 !d_.
Fig. 5-? - Titanium Mounting Plate Molded in Place Near Grouser Base
to Provide Safe Mounting by Two Bolts and to Improve Structural
Strength of Foam Grousers
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Section 6
SUPPORT TRAILER DESIGN
As discussed in Volume I, Section Z. 5, the major purpose of the trailer
is to simulate the interactions of a second articulated ELMS module in a
realistic manner. It was found that the various pitch joint configurations to
link two ELMS modules together result in basically one of three pitching
modes at the articulated pitch joint:
• Locked in pitch
• Spring restrained in pitch
• Free in pitch
The trailer design shown in Fig. 6-1 can simulate all three pitching modes.
6.I CONSTANT PITCH ANGLE CONFIGURATION
Locking in pitch is achieved by rigid turnbuckle connections of the
upper tubes which allow for pitch angle adjustment. The two outer transverse
tubes (A) must be locked to the transverse smaller tube (B).
6.Z FLEXIBLE JOINT CONFIGURATION
The spring-restrained articulated joint configuration is obtained by re-
placing the rigid turnbuckles by the spring connections shown ha Fig. 6-2.
These units are threaded like turnbuckles with right-hand thread on one end
and left-hand thread on the other end, for adjustment of the nominal pitch
angle. The springs were sized so that their spring rate simulates two ELMS
units in tandem configuration with an articulated joint that is free in pitch.
The sizing of the trailer springs is given in Appendix O.
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Section 7
INSTRUMENTATION AND CALIBRATION
The contract called for the following parameters to be measured for
the performance evaluation of the ELMS, as listed in Section ILB of the
Work Statement:
a. Torque requirements at the loop-soil interface.
b. Translational speed.
c. Angular velocity of drums.
d. Slip, including a suitable potentiometer or tachometer for
continuous recording of rotary motion of trailer per Fig. IZ
of Lockheed Document LMSC D081796-72Z.
e. Drawbar pull sensors as shown in Fig. 12 of Lockheed
Document LMSC D081796-7ZZ.
f. Internal energy losses. Instrumentation shall include strain
gages bonded to the left and right motor support tubes as shown
in Fig. 6a of Lockheed Document LMSC D081796-722.
gQ Energy dissipated at shock absorbers and dampers through the
measurement of piston force and piston travel by means of
appropriate sensors.
h. Distribution of contact pressure. The instrumentation shall
consist of thin pressure gages installed in pockets provided
in one or two grousers. These pressure gages are approxi-
mately 0.040 inches thick and 0.75 inches in diameter.
Sufficient wire length shall be provided to make runs of two to
three ELMS lengths without difficulty. The details of the
pressure gage installation will be worked out in coordination
with MSFC and WES personnel.
i. Drive torque and pitching moment sensors attached to the
trailer arm per Fig. 12 of Lockheed Document LMSC D081796-722.
j. Dry particle brake attached to the trailer per Fig. lZ of
Lockheed Document LMSC D081796-722.
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In the following sections the instrumentation selected for measuring
each of these parameters is described and the calibration data necessary for
performance testing are presented.
A survey of the ELMS instrumentation in tabular form is given in Table 1,
p. 19, of Volume I.
7.1 TORQUE REQUIREMENTS AT THE LOOP-SOIL INTERFACE
During the early phase of instrumentation design outlined in Ref. 1 5, it
was assumed that the pitch torques picked up at the ELMS support might be
processed so that torques at the loop-soil interface could be derived. A
more detailed analysis showed that torques at the loop-soil interface can be
isolated from measured pitch torques only if the center of ground contact
pressure is precisely known which varies with soil conditions, drive torque,
load and speed and is therefore not a practical variable for use in torque
computations. A simpler and more reliable way to determine torques at
the loop-soil interface is therefore proposed:
M I = M S - M H ,
where
IV[I = net torque to overcome the losses at the loop-soil
interface
M S = total torque measured at the drive drums on the specified
test soil at the same vehicle speed and drawbar pull
M H = total torque measured at the drive drums on a hard
surface at the same vehicle speed and drawbar pull
Two alternate methods to measure the drive torques delivered by motor and
gearhead to the drive drums are described in Section 7.6.
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7.Z TRANSLATIONAL SPEED
The ELMS trailer gear train assembly is shown in Fig. 7-1. Pulley A
has 84 teeth and is connected to Pulley B of the magnetic particle brake
which has 13 teeth. Pulley C of the magnetic particle brake has Z0 teeth
and is connected to Pulley D which has 128 teeth.
A calibration curve for the sensor output voltage versus trailer travel
is shown in Fig. 7-2. The effective radius of the trailer wheel is 32.3 cm,
witha tire pressure of 20.65 Newton/square centimeter (30 psi).
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Fig. 7-Z - Voltage vs Trailer Travel
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7.3 MEASUREMENT OF ANGULAR VELOCITY OF DRUMS
A calibration curve for the sensor output voltage versus angular velocity
of drums is shown in Fig. 7-3. It was obtained by an end-to-end calibration
of counted and timed drum revolutions versus output voltage.
7.4 MEASUREMENT OF SLIP AND TRAILER TRAVEL
Slip can be determined by the following formula:
V L - V T
Slip - VT
whe re
V L
V T
= velocity of the ELMS
= velocity of the trailer (assuming that the wheel slip of
the trailer is zero)
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Fig. 7-3 - Voltage vs Angular Velocity of Drums
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7.5 DRAWBAR PULL AND PITCH TORQUE MEASUREMENTS
As shown in Fig. 7-4, the upper and lower trailer drawbars are mounted
to the ELMS chassis by means of ring-shaped strain gaged sensors that measure
drawbar pull by summing all the signals where tension signals are positive,
compression signals negative. Pitch torques acting between trailer and ELMS
are obtained by subtracting the upper from the lower forces and multiplying
by the distance between upper and lower ring sensors. The sensor design is
shown in Fig. 7-4. The critical ring dimensions were established by a stress
analysis given in Appendix P, to ensure maximum sensitivity within the ex-
pected range of drawbar pull and superimposed pitching torques, which was
predicted to be 2770 N (620 ib).
Flanged to ELMS Chassis _-
Flexure
(0.050 alum)
P
Fig. 7-4 - Ring Sensor Design to Measure Drawbar Pull and Pitch Torques.
Ring dimensions as sized in Appendix O.
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The location of the upper and lower sensors for measurement of drawbar
pull and pitch torque are shown in Fig. 7-5. Calibration data for these sensors
are tabulated in Table 7-1.
Table 7-1
ELMS TRAILER DRAWBAR PULL AND
PITCH TORQUE SENSOR CALIBRATION DATA
Tensile
Load
(N)
0
333.8
823.3
1312.8
1802.3
2291.8
2781.3
Compressive
Load
(N)
0
333.8
823.3
1312.8
1802.3
Strain Gage Elongation (/z-in./in.)
Ring 1
(lower left)
0
92O
2270
3615
4955
6295
7630
0
925
2275
3630
5000
Ring 2
(upper right)
0
92O
2275
3628
4970
6320
7657
0
92O
2275
3640
5000
Ring 3
(upper left)
0
910
2245
3580
4905
6235
7560
0
9OO
2215
3550
4890
Ring 4
(lower right)
0
920
2268
3615
4955
6295
7632
0
930
2290
3640
5010
NOTE: Sensor locations are shown in Fig. 7.5.
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7.6 INTERNAL ENERGY LOSSES
Input energy Ein is given by the product of battery current IBat. and
battery voltage VBat.; i.e.,
Ein = IBat x VBat.
To measure internal energy losses, strain gages are used. These gages are
bonded to the left and right motor support tubes as shown in Fig. 3-1. Torque
tube calibration for the drive motor supports is tabulated and shown in Table
7-Z. The sum of the left sensor and the right sensor output yields the total
torque of the motor. As a backup source for motor torque, input current and
torque current calibration curves can be used to determine motor torque.
The front and rear drive motor current versus torque characteristics for
alternate output energy measurement is given in Figs. 7-6 and 7-7, respectively.
Table 7-9
TORQUE TUBE CALIBRATION FOR DRIVE MOTOR SUPPORTS
Torque
(N-m)
0
4.07
8.13
12.Z0
16.Z7
Z0.34
Z4.90
28.47
32.54
36.60
40.67
Note:
Torque Tube
Strain Gage Elongation (#-in./in.)! Shunt Resistance (103 ohm)
A
0
30
62
92
122
15Z
182
Z12
Z43
272
302
B
0
35
70
116
161
Z03
Z50
295
344
384
426
C D
0 0
3O
63 58
93
123 116
154
184 17Z
215
248 229
Z76
306 Z8Z
A
99O
67O
504
4O6
337
291
Z55
ZZ7
204
B
86O
53O
38O
3O4
Z46
:'.09
[79
160
145
C D
964
664
495
397
333
285
248
2ZZ
Z00
Torque Tubes A (right rear), B (left rear), C (right front),
D (left front)
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Fig. 7-6 - Front Drive Motor Current vs Torque Characteristics for Alternate
Output Energy Measurement
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Fi R. 7-7 - Rear Drive Motor Current vs Torque Characteristics for Alternate
Output Energy Measurement
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7.7 MEASUREMENT OF ENERGY DISSIPATED AT SHOCK ABSORBERS
Energy dissipated at the shock absorbers and dampers is determined
through the measurement of piston force and piston travel. Piston force
is measured by a strain gage clevis mounted on the piston rod. Calibration
data for these clevises are shown in Table 7-3. Piston travel is measured
by a potentiometer connected to the suspension arm. Calibration data for
piston travel is given in Fig. 7-8.
Table 7- 3
CLEVIS CALIBRATION FOR PISTON FORCE MEASUREMENT
Clevis No. 3* Clevis No. 4*
Force Strain Gage Shunt *_ Strain Gage Shunt Force
(N) Elongation Resistance Elongation Resistance
(p-in./in.) (I0" ohm) (/1-in./in.) (103 ohm) (N)
0
336
434
926
llZZ
181Z
0
315
4OO
836
1015
1666
195.0
153.0
7Z.9
60.1
36.63
0
368
79Z
1238
1700
ZI8Z
0
168.0
77.6
49.55
36.1
28.08
0
4Z5
917
1410
1900
Z400
_Clevis Nos. 1 and Z replaced by reinforced Clevis Nos. 3 and 4.
Shunt across black (Input "+") and red leads. Input "-" is green.
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4_
O
5.1
5.0
4.9
4.8
\
i
0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
Piston Travel, X (m)
Fig. 7-8 - Voltage vs Piston Travel Characteristics for Measurement
of Energy Dissipation
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7.8 DISTRIBUTION OF CONTACT PRESSURE
Thin pressure transistors installed in special grousers are used to
measure contact pressure distribution. The locations of these pressure
transistors are shown in Fig. 7-9. Calibration data for these transistors
are shown in Table 7-4. Specification and performance information are
given in Figs. 7-10 and 7-11, respectively.
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®PITRAN
Pressure Transistors
TO-d _*0(EM
CONDENSED CATALOG
The PITRAN is a silicon NPN planar transistor that has its emitter-base junction
mechanically coupled to a diaphragm. A differential pressure applied to the
diaphragm produces a large, reversible change in the gain of the transistor.
LINEAR PRESSURERANGES-PSID PRESSURERANGE EQUIVALENTS
Min NomMODEL Max PSIO InchesH=O
PT-L2 " .07 .1 .17 .1 2.77
PT-M2 .15 .25 .35 .25 6.92
PT-H2 .3 .5 .7 .5 13.8
PT-12 .65 I 1.5 ! 27.7
PT-22 I i.25 i 2 2.9 2 55.4
' PT-52 i 2.8 5 i ,'>.5 i 5 138
PT-102 I 6 i0 i 13 I 10 277
PT-152 I 12 J 15 18 1.5 415
-2 I 16 2 24 2 554
Torr
i(mm Hg)
5.17
12.9
25.9
51.7
103
259
517
776
1030
dB
(re 2 x 10 .4
dynes/cm z)
151
159
----Q
3ram/cm 2
7.03
17.6
35.2
70.3
141
352
703
1055
1410
Millibars
6.89
17.2
34.5
69.0
138
i 34.3
69O
1035
1380
SPECIFICATIONS
Linear Output"
Linearity"
Hysteresis"
* Overload Pressure Range See Note 1.
ll Temperature Coefficient"
1 Zero Shift
Sensitivity Change
i Noise "
Dynamic Range
Rise Time
Volumetric Displacement
Diaphragm Displacement
Mechanical Resonance Frequency
Life
J c#o °
8V c,o.
Operating Temperature
Acceleration
llbr._ion Sensitivity*
Iht, Including Leads
• t
i
MINIMUM NOM I NAL MAXIMUM
20
500
65
100
10
..... 50
-40
+-0.5
l ±0.5_ 700
+__!50
-O.Z
0.3
..... io l
4 x 10 .8:
2
150
!0
0.1
120
I
+1.0 I
±10 I
!
±3oo i
-0.5
1
......... .
4 I
4O
1
+75 i
300 t
1/3
% of applied voltage
% deviation from best straight line
%
% of linear pressure range
mV/°C
%/°C
mV
dB
microseconds
in3 for full scale pressure
microinches
kHz
billion cycles
at Vc= == 2 V, Ic.- 800/,A, .% p =, O
/_A at Vc, - 60 V
volts at I c - 10/=A
°C
g
millivolt/g perpendicular to diaphragm
gram
"Measured in the Test Circuit shown on page 4.
Note I: For 10, 15 and 20 PSID Models Maximum Overload Range is + 35 PSID.
!_ig. 7-I0 - lV[anufacturer Specification Information
STOW LABORATORIES I_.:C. K,_nE INDUSTP,AL DRIVE • HUDSCN. MaSS 0;749 • PHONE: (617)562-93='7
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE
The PITRAN is calibrated in the test circuit
shown. The s;mple common-emitter configuration
provides ia linear dc output of at least 2 volts
when rated pressure is applied to the PITRAN'S
diaphragm.
TEST CIRCUIT
PRESSURE
CHARACTERISTICS
LINEAR PRESSURE
RANGE AT VCE = 2V
MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOISE VOLTAGE
-. !)
I,.,
100S_
, S base
'_ _" Collector
041 _041
Diaphragm: Beryllium copper,
nickel and gold plated
Case: Kovar, nickel and gold plated
L.,:ads: Kovar, gold plated
(Note that the collector is connected directly to the case.)
lm
10 100 IK 10K 10cK
FItEQULrNcY (HI)
MECHANICAL FREQUENCY
RESPONSE
_1o
"lhc gold plated PITRAN diaphragm can mea-
sure pressure in almost any fluid. However, the
reference side of the PITRAN is in contact with the
NPN chip. Therefore, the pressure medium on the al
10 100 10K
reference side must be nonGonductive and non- _.ou..cv (.,_
corrosive.
Fig. 7-11 - Manufacturer Performance Information
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7.9 DRIVE TORQUE AND PITCHING MOMENT MEASUREMENTS
The drive torque T is given by the difference of the upper and lower
drawbar pull, F 1 and FZ, respectively; i.e.,
1
T = _- (F x - FZ) h
where h is the distance between the two drawbars as shown in Fig. 7-12.
7.10 DRY PARTICLE BRAKE MEASUREMENTS
Dry particle brake calibration is given in Fig. 7,13. The brake force
at the tire-ground interface is based on 20.65 N/cm Z (30 psi} tire pressure.
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Appendix A
MAIN SECTIONS OF SCOPE OF WORK TO CONTRACT NAS8-Z7727
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Appendix A
EXHIBIT "A"
SCOPE OF WORK
I. WORK STATEMENT: The contractor shall design; fabricate; check the
structural integrity; calibrate the on-board instrumentation; and assure
compatibility with GFE (including traction/drive system components, guidance
control and data telemetry system), of an improved version of an existing
"Loop-wheel," or "Loop track," mobility system, developed by the Lockheed
Research & Engineering Center, Huntsville, Alabama. The improved version
of said mobility system shall be designated, henceforth, as the "Elastic-Loop
Mobility System (ELMS)." The Contractor shall, further, integrate all GFE
components with the ELMS and assure compatibility for testing of the final
assembled unit with the mobility performance testing apparatus of the U. S.
Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES), Vicksburg, Mississippi.
During the design and fabrication phase the Contractor will be required to visit
the WES at Vicksburg, Mississippi, on an as needed basis as determined by the
Contracting Officer' s Technical Representative (COR). Travel to and from the
WES facility will be provided by the Government. Upon completion of the fore-
going tasks, the Contractor shall deliver the assembled ELMS to the Marshall
Space Flight Center for a mobility performance evaluation testing program to
be conducted by the WES.
The Scope-of-Work will include the tasks listed under the separate headings
b elow.
II. SCOPE:
A. Basic Unit Design and Fabrication
1. General Considerations.
The design of the basic ELMS unit shall be compatible with the
following considerations :
a. The mobility performance evaluation of the ELMS will be
accomplished under two testing modes: (1) the ELMS will be attached to the
WES mobility performance testing apparatus for the purpose of conducting
controlled-slip tests on level, soft-soil surfaces; and (Z) the ELMS will be
subjected to soft-soil slope climbing, rigid obstacle negotiation and crevasse/
depression bridging tests. Under this mode, the ELMS will be tested as a
A-1
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EXHIBIT "A" (CONT'D)
self-contained, remote controlled unit, detached from any testing apparatus
or any external power supply sources. For this mode a special trailer arrange-
ment shall be constructed which will attach to the front part of the ELMS
chassis with a vertical spring and damper, the position of which shall be made
adjustable in a horizontal direction. Two each viscous (dashpot type) dampers
will be provided by and at WES as GFE to the Contractor. The trailer dimen-
sions shall be compatible with the rail dimensions and spacing of the WES soil
bins.
b. Under the performance testing mode described in Item la.(1)
above, the total contact load imposed by the ELMS on the soft surface including
its dead weight, will be varied, by counterbalancing, between 60 lbs. and 150 lbs.
Under the performance testing mode described in Item la(X) above, the dead
weight of the ELMS, including the structure, the traction-drive system, batteries,
onboard instrumentation, guidance and control and data telemetry systems, is
estimated to be of the order of 125 lb.
c. The unit developed shall be provided with a sufficient instru-
mentation to assure that its mobility performance characteristics, power re-
quirements and internal energy losses are determined in an unambiguous manner.
d. Provisions will be made in the design of the structure enveloping
the traction-drive system and associated controllers and power source, as well
as the instrumentation, guidance and control and data telemetry systems, as
specified below, to ensure that all these components are easily accessible and
can be repaired or replaced in-place without removing major structural com-
ponents of the ELMS.
e. The unit developed under this contract shall be capable of
being integrated, on a modularized basis, with a single or multiple ELMS
units to form a manned, or an unmanned, remote controlled vehicle or a
manned vehicle, if tested under a reduced gravity environment, with the
understanding that the maximum speed under the "manned mode operation"
will be governed by the limitation of the GFP motors.
A-Z
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SPRING CHARACTERISTICS AND STRESSES IN THE ELASTIC LOOP
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Appendix B
B. 1 FUNDAMENTAL RELATIONS
The deformations of the loop are inextensional bending distortions.
The bending moment of an isotropic thin shell is given by
ma6 = B[(I-Y) kaY+ yaaSk_] .
The coordinate system is chosen so that the metric tensor aa6 has the
c ompon ents
(B.I)
11 ZZ iZ
a = a = I, a = 0 (B.Z)
(See Fig. B-1.) k aB is the change of curvature tensor and
Et 3
B =
lZ(l - v z)
(B.3)
is the bending rigidity of the shell. The maximum stresses are obtained from
a a_ 6 ma_ (B.4)
max --- _-
B.Z FABRICATION OF THE LOOP
The flat strip is bent to form a circular ring and is welded together. The
bending moment fromk ll=k o is eliminated by heat treatment. Subsequently,
a transverse curvature is introduced by bulge forming and rolling. In the
unloaded condition {o) the loop assumes the characteristic flattened shape
which is described by a transverse curvature K (°} in the straight segment
- q
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Z
Fig. B-I -Notations for Stress Analysis
a longitudinal curvature IK__)rn in the curved segment. These quantitiesand
have to be measured after rolling because they are used in the further con-
siderations. Depending on the rolling sequence, K (°) and --K_°) can beq
different. They are assumed to be constant, thus neglecting the transition
zones. In condition (o), a constant bending moment exists of magnitude
ll(o) K(o) .K(O)m = B( - v q ) (B.5)
B. 3 LOOP UNDER LOAD
When a load F is applied on the loop, called condition (1), the curva-
es K_L)'" and K_I)- are caused. These are assumed in a first approximationtur
also constant. They result in a bending moment of
II{I) (bI) yK(1)m = B (K - ) (B.6)
q
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This is caused by the additional part
in the total bending moment,
sin{}
F
2b K (1)
b
11(1) 11(0) sine
m = m + F
Zb K (1)
b
(B.7)
Assuming an inextensional deformation,
1 2 1 + 6bl 1)(b_+ 5b z)blb 2 = (b 1
or in linearized form
1 _ z 1 = o (B.8)b I 5b + b Z 6b
"I
where b_ is the curvature tensor, one can arrive at the statement
K (I) - K (0) _ K (I) - K_ 0) (B.9)
q q b "
Although this cannot be mathematically proven, this relation is helpful in
deriving the spring characteristic. Combining Eqs. (B.5), (B.6) and (B.7)
and integrating over 0 _< 8 <__7r , one can see that the spring characteristic is
F
+
1 11 (B. 10)
At F = 0 the curvatures are
K (I) = K (0)b *
B-3
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The maximum stress is given by
having a peak at
11(1) 6 T.(0) (_ Fsine
a : --2-B(% - vK "°" + )
max t q Zb B K (1)
b
8= rr/Z.
(B. 11)
B.4 COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To check the validity of the formula for the spring characteristics, two
existing loops were tested. The results of this comparison are given below.
Model A
Material:
Dimensions :
(1:6 scale model)
Titanium Alloy
Elastic Modulus
Pois son' s Ratio
Circumfer enc e
Ti-6A_-4V
E = II x 106 N/cm z
=0.3
68 cm
Width b = 5.92 cm
Thickness t = 0.0318 cm
K b (measured)
(I/cm)
0.0996
0.1755
0.2245
0.2538
F (measured)
(Newton)
0
4.90
9.79
14.69
F (computed)
(Newton)
0
5.61
11.89
16.50
Error
(%)
0
15
Zl
IZ
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Model B:
Material:
Dimensions :
First Generation Loop
Same as in Model A
Circumference 406 crn
Width b = 35.6 cm
Thickness t = 0.1295 cm
K b (measured)
(1/cm)
0.0248
0.0464
0.0543
0.0638
F (measured)
(Newton)
0
163
Z91
404
F (computed)
(Newton)
0
186
Z76
4Z9
Error
(%)
0
14
- 5
6
The results are shown on Fig. B-Z. Considering the uncertainties in the
material properties, the comparison between the theoretical and experi-
mental results is satisfactory. This theoretical spring characteristic which
has been derived under simplifying assumptions proves to be very useful in
the design of elastic loops.
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Appendix C
BULGE FORMING PROCEDURE
LOCKHEED- HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER
•1.1
•
2.1
2.1.1
2.1.2
2.1.3
2.2
2.2.1
2.2.2
2.2.3
2.2.4
2.2.5
2.2.6
2.2.7
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Appendix C .
BULGE FORMING ELASTIC LOOP MOBILITY
SYSTEM (ELMS) TITANIUM LOOPS
SCOPE
This Manufacturing Process Data covers the bulge forming ELMs
Titanium Loops.
EOUIPMENT, ACCESSORIES, AND MATERIALS
Equipment
Lake Erie Press, MSFC 3994, in Bldg. 4704
Kobe Pump,.MSFC 28326, 6 gpm, 1000 psig maximum.
Vacuum Pump
Accessories
Bulge forming die assembly
Depth micrometer
Manifold and valve assembly
High pressure braided hose
Water fillhose
Water drain hose
•Vacuum hose
,!
t"
t
:{
i!
L!
i
t,"l- 'n' "
'''" - "- Tt_;'- DOCU_.FNT REFLECTS MANUFACTURING PROCESS DATA UTILIZED BY THE MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING
LASORATORY AND SHALL HOT DE REFERENCED ON THE ENGINEERING DRAWINGS NOR CHANGED WITHOUT THE
JO:,_T APPROVAL GF S&E-ME-D and S&E-M_-M.
Sa£-PT-M
_SFC
...... "" .IJ',-i_ :'"" 'O _^_
W. Angele
i
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_1 u i • i
NASA
d
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• Ii
I REVISIONS
l__1 o_o_,_T,O, l o_t_ j APPROVAL
MATERIDLS
Titanium (beta 3) loops (Source: Crucible Steel Corporation)
FORMING PROCEDURE
Schematic of System -
below.
Connect Equipment and Accessories as shown
I
i
'i
#
,,,i-
o-.s_oop=, 3
-@/
/ V/_4+<jli,,,_p,'(._ <,','e
t,"lf" r. -
CODE
IDENT
SHEET 2 of 4 sheets
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4.Z
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.5.4
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.7
4.8
4.8.1
4.9
4.9.1
Raise ram on Press.
Remove cover plate on die with fork lift.
Insert titanium loop in die.
Evacuation of system.
Close Valves 1 and Z.
Open Valves 3 and 4. Start vacuum pump.
Close Valves Z and 4. Valve Z should already be closed.
Turn vacuum pump off.
Fill bladder, inspect and adjust loop/bladder positioning, if necessary.
Open Valves 1 and 3. Valve 3 should already be open.
Turn Kobe pump on and fill forming die bladder with water.
Place cover plate on die with fork lift.
Lower ram on Press until it rests on die cover plate.
Start pump on Press and bring ram force to Z00 tons.
Forming -- Increase bladder pressure and ram forces according to
following schedule to form titanium loop.
Lake Erie Press
Ram Force
(tons)
Manifold Gauge
Pressure
(psig)
Approximate Depth
Micrometer Readings
(inch e s)
ZOO Filling Bladder 3.00
Z50 Z00-300 3.00
300 300-400 3.00 to Z.50
350 400-500 Z.50 to Z.30
400 500-700 2.30 to Z.Z77
Insert depth micrometer in hole in die.
ment of titanium loop.
Start continuous measure-
Water pressure rises rapidly once bladder is filled. As water
pressure rises, increase ram force per schedule in 4.9. As
water pressure approaches 400 psig, open Valve Z to bleed off
sufficient water to maintain 400 psig.
Caution: Gauge on Kobe pump does not work. Use gauge on
manifold and valve assembly.
C-3
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4.9.2
4.9.3
4.10
4.11
4.12
Increase bladder pressure to 500 psig by partially closing Valve Z.
Titanium loop should start to move at this point.
Increase bladder pressure slowly letting itpeak at 700 psig momen-
tarily. Between 500 and 700 psig depth micrometer should read
2.277 + 0.000
- 0.00Z" Once this measurement is reached, turn Kobe pump
off, open Valve Z, and close Valve 1.
Decrease bladder pressure and ram forces according to schedule in 4.9.
Pump water from bladder. When bladder pressure reaches the
point where the water runs slowly out of drain hose, disconnect
high pressure braided hose from manifold and water drain hose
from Kobe pump inlet, connect braided hose to pump inlet and
drain hose to mainfold, start Kobe pump, and pump sufficient
water from bladder to make it easy to remove from the die.
Raise ram on Erie Press.
Remove cover plate on die with fork lift.
Remove titanium loop from die.
C-4
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NARRATIVE OF FAILURE ANALYSIS ON LOOP NO. Z
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Appendix D
%E-PE-:vI_/-72-57 March 8, 1972
TO: S&E-SSL-N/Dr. N. C. Costes
FROM: S&E-}E-M%%/P. G. Parks
9UB[ECT: Failure Analysis on Elastic Loop
tlease refer to the elastic loop mobility system for the Rover, being
_:ievelopeclby Lockheed-Huntsville on contract NA$8-27737 for your
office. In accordance withpprior arrangements, the PE Lab was to
perform the welding and bulge forming on the loop.
ITuring the recent bulge forming operation of one of the welded loops
catastrophic failure occurred. In order to determine the cause of
failure and thereby avoid future failures a failure analysis was under-
taken. Included in the investigation were enlarged photos of the
fractured part, spectrographic analysis of the base metal (Beta III
Titanium), thickness and microherdness measurements optical micro-
scopy of the microstructure, and scanning electron microscopy of the
fractured surface. _e found that the chemistry hardness, mechanical
properties and mtcrostructure of the Beta [II titanium were normal.
The weldment was of sound quality, without cracks porosity, or con-
centrated precipitates. _s shown in the attached report (No. MV¢-72-9)
failure was attributed to damage to the titanium near the weld by a
hammer type ]blow. The resulting localized deformation and surface
cracks caused brittle failure to be initiated. Continuation of the failure
mode was in a ductile fashion, which is normal for a stressed component.
Recommendation
Precautions should be taken in bulge forudng of subsequent elastic loops
to insure that hammer blows, surface cracks or notches o or rough handling
be avoided.
P. G. Parks
Chief, Metals Joining Development Branch
Inclosure
Lab Report No. _! V,-72-9
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NAMC
A l.ockhuud .,u..-:lJ-d t iranium sheet with a fractured corner was submitted to the
Laboratory to ,letc._:,_ve "_he cause of failuro.
The sheet:; ",..:.'.::, ;,:,,.,:i,y ::_,,'nualTIC. process usin£ titanium 6-4 fili-.r wire. The
sh_:£I: w;.', ,:..'.' bVb_uCtt_[ TO a bulge forming operation by Lockheed personnel.
l.'.acrG.:..... :<?_n;:'::ion o£ The since'r- in the as-received condition showed deFormaZion
from for;,::;,{,-;t::'f:.c_-:.rind i-_,,:.:a:':<sat/and on both sides of the ,.',._._a;:_ :,ur,_rou3
indentatior, s _._,:-"_u];paar to bu L_:.,m_r marks (Figures 1 _ 2).
:,',icrosco:-:c ..::.:aJ.::,tio;, :;h,,w,;d :;_:'.':_ce cracks at the edge of the i::d_:_:,.'c;,,,:s (]:!;:.3).
:,u,murous .,:. ,.,::,.; (:. _,:c_:, _,._,'. ,:vi,..._:t in t.hu sheet a;:d wul,! "-'o;:u (!:ir:urc:;., _ S).
I::{a;nina-.. :...:;,. i;.,'.ic;:l,,i t}_;,t st:rL';:ce ['rindinR of tl;'." weld and nd.jac,P,t i.rcn:; ,:',_.:,_.
with th_ .,,:.. :'._.. ,,l,,.r.,i imi:. ,',.,<,,.d v.;riation ill Ilh,tel"J:ll _hick|l_.'.;:;. (}:;i:]C: :_, }:_t,:.';,,:'.-
lill.'ll_:; W' . _..... ,' ,,_. :;,, ', :,', ; i,)n:: :.!:own in I.i:,.. (,. V;',_'i.:l _on:; i]. ;i_i,".,n,".'; ,';_::.,.:.,.
._:/._VC. ;l .1", ,...(' ,,;• .,,,.,'," ;,,, ._,,/" ill thJckne:;s.
Exm::inatlo.: o" ti:e f?actured area showed that the initial failure occurred as a r.asuit
of a direct :;low "_ _he surface as shown in Fig. 9 $ I0. Arrow in Fig. 9 -_oinzs
t'o ind_ntazio.: tha'c apl:ears to be a hammer mark. Fractograp]{ in Fig. !0 S::o:'esde-,:'es-
sion in su:'fac-.'that resulted from the bim,;. Fracture naZtern indicates zha'_ initial
_:ailure ;.',._':i:aa:-iiv intergranular o: crystallographic' in nature. Fractoiraph in
Fig. Ii ,_::o'.'s_ha'c :;,cop.dary failure occurred after considerable necking at _he center
of the sh':et :,s si;own at ;:rrow.
:,,lv, NAlij;,_t: O, ,. '_ ,.',: ,_i . ,-' ,
_/ ," . . ; UATE:
/_' "',_ .. .- "" I
D./'F_. Jackson-"<'_'_ i 2/2S.,"72
,%IJFC - Form /)2;2 _i,:ev ,.. t,,l,,.r _97;) t/"
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No evid,.-nce of welding defects was found or material defects in the base
metal that could be contributed to the failure.
CONCLUS IONS :
l!xamination of the fractured area shows that the initial failur- occurred as
a r-.sult of a direct blow with a hammer or other object at the surface (FIE.
0 _ io).
,nitial failure was primarily intergranular, or crystallographic in nature with
s=condary failure occurring after considerable neckin_ atlthe center of the sheet as
showr, in Fig. 11.
No evidence of welding defects were found or material defects in the base m°tal
that could b,: contributed to the failure.
• =o ==,
E. L. Goodwln, Sr. Assoc. En_r.
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7;i'!'?.I.I,) i'P.G! CAL I!NC!.%EER ' s COM,qENTS :
A .':';:_t.::'..d s'.m::l(, of tizaniur,; was submiZted for failure cnalysis.
TI.,, !;:i:..-,1 : _,:::; ";nr'ctro::raphic::lly an_:l),zed end found re bc l_,v_a III
t:1; :,}_i::: :,lie,.,. The f:'ilur,, analysis was l_,:rforn:ed IISJa]P. P. sCnllni_:',
,:) ,'< t ,'(,n _:)ic:'.):._:o'.. (,C.l:M) to obsure the t'ractur(> )nod,, u:ti_out eral-
1,,,;':..p'l-c :,oli:;hing and etching of tl.e fracture.
An overall view of the fracture is shown in Fi2ure 12. in Figure !S
the impression ;eft by a hammer ty_e blow is sho:,,_. Fi_,ure 14 shows
the intersranular or crystallographic fracture mode around th_ _ cracked
area. This type fracture is typical of a brittle fracture mode.
Fic, u;'e 15 shows the dimple structure of a ty_,':cal ductile fracture of
ar,,a..; .,<l.i¢'c(;nt to the t,rittl_ fracture zone shom_ in Figure 14.
()3.Nili.li_,'(, , ,,_"':
I:.tilur,., we.; due to str_king the metal with a hammer typ(: )>low m:d
cau:.,i::.: a brittle fracture. The part then failed in a ductile 'node.
S:,uctrcgra.:_|,, chemical analysis and SI'M/microprobe analysis showed no
detrimental elements in the parent material or fractured surfaces.
}/ ,>-I,,,;. ;
,, /I .... :r L'_"I_t "->
. J/. X.iStok/es, 5'.etaliur;,-.Jcal l:.n.v.r./
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FAILURE INVESTIGATION
OF BETA HI TITANIUM LOOP NO.
LOCKHEED- HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER
LMSC -HREC DZZ 5600 -II
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
GEORGE C. MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER. ALABAMA 35812
REPLY TO
ATTN OF: S&E-PE-MW-100-72 (eh) ApAI 17, 1972
TO: S&E-SSL-N/Dr. No C. Costes
FROM: S&E-PE-MW/Po G° Parks
SUBJECT: Beta III Titanium Loop, Failed During Forming
Operation
An elastic loop for the Rover, under development by Lockheed-Huntsville
for your office, was investigated by our Weld Evaluation Lab to determine
cause of failure.
The process history of the loop was determined to be as follows:
TIG Welded by MSFC (S&E-PE-DF, Bldg° 4705)
Bulge formed
Aged 12 hours at 950°F, air atmosphere furnace MSFC, Bldg. 4704
(8 hours firsttime, then one hour and 3 hours in successive treatments)
Roll Forming
During the roller forming operation to shape the loop to a deeper curvature,
a fracture occurred in the circumferential direction through the weld,.
Trim material from the loop was made available to this Branch for failure
analysis and possible weld repair of the loop itself. A comprehensive
investigation was conducted to determine the cause of failure. Methods
of analysis included:
Hydrogen Analysis
Thickness measurement
Microhardne s s meas urement
Optical microscopy
Scanning electron microscopy
Mechanical testing
E-I
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Our analysis is detailed in the attached Metallurgical Laboratory
reports MW-72-41 and -44. In brief the findings show that the
production weld was of good quality, and was not contaminated
during welding. Failure analysis in tensile specimens showed that
approximately 50% of the area failed in a brittle mode. The
percentage elongation in 2 inches on the tensile specimen was only
1%, because of excessive grain coarsening of the weld and heat
affected metal during the ageing operation at 900°Fo Surface oxidation
",,_as a contributing factor in the brittle failure.
Hydrogen analysis showed a concentration at the surface of material
but the total concentration was within the values found acceptable
in Phase II of the development of this alloy by Crucible, Inc. (Manu-
facturing Procedures for a New High Strength Beta Titanium Alloy
having Superior Formability, AFML-TR-69-171 (III). Thickness
measurements across the weld did not show any thin-out at the weld
due to bulging or roll forming.
Conclusions
Ageing of the welded loop at 900°F caused the surface-to be oxidized
and the grains in and near the weld to grow excessively. Subsequent
shear stresses from roll forming resulted in the elastic loop failirig_:et
a circumferential crack thru the weld. Weld repair was successful,
but the shrinkage distortion from the weld was so great that the loop
is of limited value to the testing for the loop mobility system.
7
P. G. Parks
1 Incl o
Lab Report MW-72-41 and 72-44
S&E-PE-M/Mr. Angele, Caruso w/o incl
S&E-PE-M/Mro J. Williams w/o incl.
S&E-PE-MWP/Mr. V. Yost w/o incl.
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Pr_-P_nducti on t,reld.¢
nre--roduct;on wolds made by _F _ersonnel MgPC were examined and documented
a_ s_ow_ in _jmjre 13.
MJCYOSCODiC examination in the as-nolJshed and etched condition and at low
and _i_h ma_J¢ication _howed the welds to he sound and FREE of defects,
*_icro'_ardness conversion values rnnPed from Rc 20 - 21 in the _arent material to Pc
71-74 in the weld nugget which shows that it was not emhrJttled in the welding
fr-iPure 15_. Pimlre 14 shows the mJcrostructure of solution treated narent
material._rain boundary dJleneatJon is _oor due to the heat treatment. _rain
size is _rent_r than _,_T_ 7.5.
The welds w-re radio_ra_hicallv and metallur_icallv acce.table.
Pre-nenaJr welds made by S_F nersopnel _SPC were also examined and documented
as shown Jn Figure 16.
_Hcro_ardness values are comnarJahle tO values obtained on _re-vreduct_on welds,
_rd_ess vn]ues are suner-Jm_osed o_ macro_ra_h in Figure 16.
_ ,_elds were so_md and free of detects. They were l_Idio_rawhically and
_-,r-_lur_Jcallv accewtahle.
Fxn_ination of the weld nugget showed that eraJn coarsenJne occurred which
r_sulted in severe loss Jn ductility and conseouent embrJttlemento Weld
nueeet exhibited a Prain size of _T_# 2.5 to 3 (Fig. 2 G 3).
Tens;le t_st results showed a range of .S to 1.5 _ elon_.ation on the weld
tensile snecimen Jn the a£ed condition compared to a range of 7.0 to 7.3_
-lnn_ation on the a_ed _arent material.
Fx_m_natJon of the edges of the tensile snecimen revealed cracks and surface
oxidation (Fj_. 5). _J_ure 6 shows surface oxidation at the weld surface.
TraPsverse and longitudinal sections of the _arent material showed surface
oxidation also.
Crnjn conrsenin_ Jn the weld nu_Fet and surface oxidation su_orted by loss
o¢ ductility in the mechanical test s_ecimens is conclusive evidence that
the _nterin] was de_raded by heat treating.
Pre-ProductJon and P_'e-Re_aJr t_'eld
Fxam_natjon of the nre-_roduction and _re-re_air welds did not show any
evidence of defects. The welds were radJogra_hJca11_ and metallur_Jcallv
acc_ntable. /. _. <
o / _ ./
E'3 E'. L. Goodwin, St. Assoc. En_r.
LMSC -HREC DZZ5600-II
._IF'iALLURGICAL ENGINEER' s COMMENTS:
Two broken tensile specimens of Beta (B) 5 titanium were submitted for
a Scanning Electron Microscope {SEM) fractography study to determine the
_racture mode. One specimen was of non-welded material Cparent material)
and the other was welded before testing. The broken tensile specimens
were examined and the results are given in Table No. 1.
CONCLUSIONS:
The conclusions are as follows:
{1) The parent material failed in a normal ductile fracture mode with about
25_ of the fracture area being brittle in nature.
(2) The weld material failed primarily in the brittle mode. The fracture was
both intergranular and transgranular which accounts for the low elongation
values obtained in tensile testing.
RECO_;>IENDATION:
"" Beta {B) -3 alloy is to be used as a thermal treatment) mechanical testing
and metallurgical study should be made to determine if aging (thermal treatment)
prior or after welding would be helpful in improving properties of this
structure.
J. N. Stokes) Metall. Engr. )
_i Sr. Engr. Spec.
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S&E-PT°MW:
'.ET:.' LURGICAL LABORATO.:." Mw-72-41 _ 72-44
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cnmnl== crnm t_ I.ockheed-¢_l, loon rin_ were submitted to the laboratory For metallo;
Pr_-nroa.ction _n_ nre-re_alr welded samnles by gF,F-nersonnel, MSPC were examined also.
Loop Ring SBmples
*_;_cr(_co._" =x_mi_tlon of a ._ection of a Failed tensile s_ecimen showed that failure
s,,ns h.t'n ;:_=UT nnd trnnsernnulnr in n_ture (Fi£ure 1), UJc?oe_anh _n FiF., 4 shows that
rn;l.,-e was pT_m_r_17 interFrRnt]lal" _t A_Pea 3 in PI_, ].
_ vei_ P.&£_,. sho_ed grain co_rsenin_ with _rain sizes of A_T_ 2.5 to 3 (PIR. ? _, 3}.
_ccnr," ,q to ;_ror_ntion s.nnlled hv C_cibl* Tnc. welds suffer a severe loss in ductil_'
4_ np_ :ond_tihnR nnd is _tt_ihuted to prnin coarsenin_ in the weld nugget. This is
_._.......rru;_ _v r_s.lt_ obfnined on tensile s_cimens taken thro.eh the weld area. The
_,-_r.'_t _l,',_r._t_o_ nn the w_ld tensi1_ snecimens rnn_ed From .5 to 1.5 comnared to a
T,_vK_ of 7,0 to 7.3 percent on the _ed narent materia].
'_':._!l_o_ _f th_ we]d surfnces,_ere evident as s_o_m in Fipure 6. Fxamination of the
._-,-_ _,. _ ,- w-l_ t_nsil_ snecimen nlso reve_led cracks _nd surface oxidation {Fi_. S).
-_ ,,t,,,I;n_] nnd transvers_ s_ctions of the _¢ed sheet material showed surface
....; _t_n [timbre 7 g R_.
_;_,'rshnpdn_ss SIITvPvS condtIct_r I in the weld nll__eet showed variations from RC 34
to _c 41 frim_r_ q_.
l;nrdn_ v_ltles obtained on the n_ed _rent m_teria] ran_ed Crom Rc 36 to 3R.
vn_;_t;on_ in _r_n siz_ n¢ longitudinal and trnnsverse sections of the a_ed mnterial was;
/_ r_A_,_.rnnhJC nri_t O c the circumferentJn] crack in the loon rin_ is shown in ri_.. II.
_r,,-.,_,.:_nh of t_e crnc_ nr_.a Rcter metal removal and cleanin_ onerations was completed
DATE:
4/14/72
":,, r_:, .,.. Iobt-r i :_71 )
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INSTRUCTIONS ON THE DRIVE MOTOR CONTROL
LOCKHEED-HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER
LMSC-HREC DZZ5600-11
Appendix F
There is no protection against B+ reversals. All plus 36 volt leads are
marked with red tape and with +36V. All ground leads are marked with black
tape and GND. Pull the circuit breaker out for off.
CCW rotation looking into the wire terminal end of the drum is forward.
The torque in the reverse direction is limited to about 1/4 the forward torque.
If the battery is removed and the system is driven by an external battery
through an umbilical, connect the two 960 uf capacitors in parallel and put
them across the battery lines in the loop housing. This is to provide a low
impendance drive source.
The + 12 volt lines going to the pot are not short circuit protected.
Avoid grounding or shorting.
The + lZ volt out of one controller is not being used but is available.
Pot excitation for both motors is supplied from the other controller and both
speed input commands are tied together and are being driven from one pot.
The two signal grounds on the Jones strip may be commoned if desired.
It should not be necessary since all telemetering signals can be referred to
the power ground.
All leads are clearly marked. The leads of interest other than the
+36 volt and power ground are torque tele (telemeter), tachtele, drive
inhibit, plus 12 volt which is tied to one end of the speed input pot, minus
12 volt to the other end and speed command to the pot wiper.
F-1
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The pot is a 3 turn pot. + 1.5 turn for forward and reverse.
Speed control from no load to full load is 5% of 120 rpm.
The tach gradient is 200 mV/rpm.
The no load speed may be set by the pot. To stop the system, short the
two drive inhibit wires which are tied together to the plus lZ volts on the pot.
This will inhibit the drive. Lift the inhibit wires and the speed will return to
within 5% of the preset no load speed regardless of load. (Within limits of system.)
This method for stop and go operation preferred over disconnecting the battery.
The system can be back driven or forward driven up to 125 rpm as long as the
battery is connected. Back driving by hand without the battery is okay. The
system has regenerative braking and should have the battery connected to have
a place to dump its braking energy. The system is internally protected should
the battery be removed while commanded to brake and no damage will occur,
but this condition should not be a part of the test requirements.
The drive system can turn approximately 120 rpm and put out 480 in.-lb
only if the battery voltage is 36V or greater. At this power level, the battery
current is about 30 amps; and due to internal impedance, a 35-volt battery
may not be able to sustain its voltage. Hence, an external power source may
be necessary for high torque at high speed.
The speed capability of the system is reduced by about 4 rpm per volt
of drop in the supply.
With the system on and speed set at zero, the tach will cause the drive
to oppose any back drive, unless the inhibit wires are connected to +IZV.
If an external supply is used, it does not have to be able to accept power
from the drive system during braking. If the supply cannot accept power and
braking is commanded at high speed, the circuit will inhibit itself in an
oscillatory mode by sensing the line voltage and inhibit itself above 41 volts.
This, however, should not have to be experienced during the test.
F-Z
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If external supply is used, the nominal voltage is 36 to 37 volts. Do
not exceed 40 volts. The battery voltage should not be allowed to drop below
Z9 volts for safe operation of the controller. This includes drop due to loading
and discharge.
F-3
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Appendix G
STRESS ANALYSIS AND SIZING OF DRIVE MOTOR SUPPORT TUBES
LOCKHEED- HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER
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Appendix H
DRIVE TORQUE TUBE ANALYSIS
LOCKHEED- HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER
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DRIVE DRUM CYLINDER STRESS ANALYSIS
LOCKHEED- HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER
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DRIVE LUG AND SPROCKET RING ENGAGEMENT ANALYSIS
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Fig. J-I - Assembly Details of Sprocket Ring-Drive Drum Interface
Straight Line Circle
Fig. 3-2 - Worst Case for Drive Lug Engagement: Loop Approaches Drive
Drum in Straight Line which Defines Minimum Cone Angle of
Drive Lugs for Safe Clearance. Calculation is given in Appendix I.
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Fig. 3-3 - Ring Gage for Drive Lug No. 1959 Quality Control
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Appendix K
ANALYSIS OF FLEXURAL PIVOT LOADS
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Appendix K
The loads acting on the roller bearings were predicted as follows:
Tangential Forces Due to Drive Torque:
Assumption: Minimum of two rollers
per drum share drive torque (one
per side or two on one side only)
_---z L°°p Drum
: _" ..i__Q/C enter
F1
Maximum Torc_ue per Drum:
T < 41 Nm (30 ft-lb)
r = 0.143 m
Tangential Force per Roller:
T
F1 < _-r = 144 N (3Zlb)
Flexural pivots have highest strength for loads that tend to stretch the springs
(V t in Fig. K-I). Strength is lowest if the springs are under compression (Arc).
The best orientation on the drive drum is therefore as shown in Fig.
V c = Compression Load
Load applied to or, e section of cantilever or
center section of double end that tends to
compress the spring.
V t = Tension Load
Load applied to one section of cantilever or
center section of double end that tends to
stretch springs.
Cantilever- 5000 Series
Vc vt
Fig. K-1 - Basic Loading Conditions for Cantilevered Flexural Pivots. Two
cantilevered pivots of standard stock size are required per planetary
roller.
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Appendix L
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
FOR BENDIX FLEXURAL PIVOTS
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Appendix L
Materials Required per replaced pair:
Na me
Bendix Flexure
Locktite Retaining Compound
Locktite Primer
Dust Seal
PN Quantity
5006-600 Z
75
N
Lockheed 72111-29 2
Refer to LMSC Dwg. No. 72111 - Drum Drive System Details & Assy. ELMS.
The steps required in removing and replacing a Bendix flexure pair
are as follows:
,
.
.
3.
4.
5.
Remove 72111-23 cover, Item No. 45 on drawing number 72 111,
and sprocket ring (Item 2 below).
Heat sprocket ring, PN 2005, Item 44 on drawing number 7Zl 11,
locally and press out pair of defective flexures, PN 5006-600.
The temperature at which the retaining compound fails begins
about 400°F.
Discard old flexures if defective.
Discard old dust seals, LMSC PN 72111-Z9 if defective.
Clean the following surfaces with a chlorinated solvent such
as 1, 1, I-trichloroethane.
a. Outside surface of Z Bendix flexures, PN 5006-600.
b. The inside surface and the faces of the planetary roller,
LMSC PN 2006, Item 46 on Dwg. 72111.
c. Inside surface of the holes in sprocket ring.
L-1
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6. Apply any common glue to attach one dust seal to each side of
the planetary roller, keeping the smooth side of the seal out.
7. Spray Locktite primer N on surfaces to be bonded.
8. Apply a very thin film of Locktite 75 retaining compound to
surfaces to be joined. Assemble immediately.
9. Orient as shown in Fig. 3-4 with the outside edge of the flexure
flush with the outside edge of the sprocket ring (Fig. 3-5).
10. Heat cure for 30 seconds at Z50 to 300°F.
11. Reassemble cover, PN7ZII1-Z3, Item 45 on Dwg. 7ZIll.
Manufactur e r R ec ommendation s :
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Appendix M
ELASTIC LOOP SUSPENSION ARM
TORSIONAL AND BENDING STIFFNESS
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Appendix N
ELMS DAMPING REQUIREMENTS
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Appendix O
SELECTION OF TRAILER SPRINGS
TO SIMULATE FLEXIBLE JOINT
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RING SENSOR DESIGN
FOR DRAWBAR PULL MEASUREMENT
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